
 

 

 

 

Chipping Sodbury 

Chipping Sodbury town centre – Review of pedestrian safety, 

speed limit and waiting restrictions feedback report 

October 2014 

 
Purpose of the report 
This report is to feedback the results from the recent consultation to ascertain whether 

South Gloucestershire Council should introduce pedestrian safety improvements, a 

revised speed limit and various waiting restrictions in the town centre of Chipping 

Sodbury. 

The report has the following sections: 

• Background; 

• Proposals; 

• Purpose of the consultation; 

• Feedback from the proposals; 

• Recommendations; and 

• Future programme. 

Background 

There have been a number of requests to review the speed limit, on-street car parking 

and the safety of the High Street/Wickwar Road junction in Chipping Sodbury town 

centre. South Gloucestershire Council has reviewed the existing speed limit, recorded 

speed data, the existing on-street parking places and waiting restrictions and safety at 

the High Street/Wickwar Road junction. The review has shown that a change to the 

speed limit and a number of changes the existing regulations and restrictions could 

facilitate lower speeds and a better use of the available kerbside, as well as improve 

access and sight lines for motorists and pedestrians. 

Proposals 

The proposals include two options to enhance the existing pedestrian crossing 

facilities at the junction of High Street and Wickwar Road and High Street and Broad 

Street to increase the safety of pedestrians and to encourage passing traffic to comply 

with the proposed speed limit of 20mph. 

They also include traffic calming features on Hounds Road, in the vicinity of St John’s 

School, to increase the safety of school children and to encourage passing traffic to 

comply with the proposed speed limit of 20mph. 

The proposals also include the introduction of a 20mph speed limit. 



 

 

Additional waiting restrictions are proposed to protect access and sightlines as 

summarised below: 

• Double Yellow Lines; 

• Single Yellow Lines; 

• Limited Waiting; and 

• Limited Waiting with Exemption for Residents and Businesses. 

It is also proposed to amend the School Keep Markings on Hounds Road to ensure 

that they are legally enforceable. 

Purpose of the consultation 
South Gloucestershire Council arranged for an on-line consultation to run between 

Monday 2 June and Friday 27 June 2014. In addition, a staffed public exhibition was 

held in Chipping Sodbury town hall on Monday 9 June 2014 between 2pm and 8pm. 

Feedback to the proposals 
South Gloucestershire Council Officers received comments from 33 residents that are 

included in full as Appendix A to this feedback report and summarised below: 

• 4 residents requested a zebra crossing on Wickwar Road at its junction with 

High Street; 

• 4 residents objected to the loss of existing parking spaces; 

• 3 objected to the number of proposed new pedestrian central refuges; 

• 2 requested that the proposed 20mph zone be extended to include Mead Road 

and Gorlands Road; 

• Objection to any visual change to High Street (humps, islands); 

• Local companies should park in dedicated car park and not use Culverhill as 

car park; 

• Provide bollards between High Street and Hounds Road; 

• Pedestrian crossing needed at Horse Street; 

• Yellow lines on Gorlands Road will only move the problem further down the 

road; 

• Limited waiting to be 3 – 4 hours, not 2 hours as proposed; 

• Unless restrictions placed on The Pitchings problem will move to other side of 

High Street; 

• Use money to get rights to The Pitchings; and 

• Parking on Hatters Lane is not a problem. 

South Gloucestershire Council Officers also received a total number of 43 letters from 

residents that included: 

• A petition signed by 65 of the residents of Bennett’s Court stating “We the 

undersigned residents of Bennett’s Court, Yate, issue the following comments 

and requirements to South Glos Council on the proposed pedestrian safety, 

speed limit and waiting restrictions related to the Bowling Hill/Station 

Road/Bennett’s Court area as outlined in attached document ref: 

BNH/RMcD/2/6.14”; and 



 

 

• 29 responses collected by the Thornbury and Yate Conservative party 

Constituency in response to the questions “Do you think there should be a 

zebra crossing at the junction of Wickwar Road and High Street?” and “What 

are your thoughts on a 20mph zone?” 

These are also included as Appendix A to this feedback report and summarised below:  

• 65 residents from Bennett’s Court, which has a total number of 88 properties, 

signed a petition calling for the gaps left between the No Waiting at any Time 

restriction (double yellow lines) proposed for Bowling Hill and Station Road to 

be continuous, rather than with gaps; 

• Of the 29 responses received by the Thornbury and Yate Conservative party 

Constituency, 10 (34.4%) supporting the implementation of a zebra crossing 

across Wickwar Road at its junction with High Street, compared with 2 (6.9%) 

who were opposed to it; and 

• Of the 29 responses received by the Thornbury and Yate Conservative party 

Constituency, 11 (37.9%) supporting the implementation of the 20mph zone, 

compared with 4 (13.8%) who were opposed to it. 

Other salient points from the 43 letters received are: 

• 4 respondents identified the need for a zebra crossing across Wickwar Road at 

its junction with High Street; 

• 4 respondents were in favour of the proposed 20mph zone; 

• However it was also suggested that it only be operational on Hounds Road at 

school arrival and end time – other 22 hours 30mph would be fine and also that 

20mph zone should only be implemented at “hot spots” such as Wickwar 

Road/High Street junction; Rounceval Street/Culverhill Road junction; and 

outside school; 

• A total of four people did not support the erosion/loss of parking and/or 

manoeuvring space; 

• 2 respondents mentioned that the existing wide carriageway in the High Street 

should be retained; and 

• 2 other respondents suggested extending the proposed double yellow lines on 

Bowling Hill/Station Road. 

The most salient one-off comments from the 43 letters received are: 

• Invest the money in a new car park; 

• Already have four pedestrian islands; 

• Double yellow lines only where necessary; 

• Wide enough central median already; 

• No waiting restrictions proposed for Melbourne Drive where parking problems 

have been reported; 

• Local businesses and their staff are major cause of parking issues; 

• Do not support either Option 1 or Option 2 in their current form; 

• Reducing speed limit will not solve parking problems; 

• Illegal parking in centre of High Street; 



 

 

• No one needs to park for more than 2 hours in Chipping Sodbury; and 

• Nothing proposed regarding additional Blue Badge Holder spaces. 

Respondents were also invited to provide comments on the questionnaire and these 

are included in full as Appendix B to this feedback report and summarised below: 

Question 5 of the questionnaire provided space for respondents to make any 

comments about the proposed pedestrian safety measures: 

• Controlled crossing (zebra) across Wickwar Road at junction with High Street; 

• Leave the pedestrian crossings of High Street as they are – no more required; 

• Do not remove any existing car parking spaces; 

• Leave High Street alone; and 

• Little support for textured surfacing. 

Question 7 of the questionnaire provided space for respondents to make any 

comments about the proposed 20mph zone: 

• Good idea; 

• Extend to include Gorlands Road/Horse Street to roundabout; 

• If 20mph then no need for pedestrian safety measures; 

• Road signage to be kept to minimum; 

• If implemented, needs to be enforced; and 

• Could this be for certain times of day e.g. 7am to 7pm? 

Question 10 of the questionnaire provided space for respondents to make any 

comments about the proposed waiting restrictions: 

• Waiting restrictions should be extended into Bennett’s Court; 

• Double yellow lines should be extended on Bowling Hill; 

• Need to get rid of shop workers parking all day; 

• Shortage of short-term parking opportunities; 

• Woodmans Close proposal would cause problems for residents; 

• Little support for waiting restriction, 2-hour limited waiting and permit parking as 

detrimental to residents, visitors and businesses; 

• Additional parking required; and 

• Many respondents identified The Pitchings as the problem. 

A total of 183 completed questionnaires were received and these are summarised in 

the paragraphs below. 

Records indicate that 214 people signed in at the public exhibition. This is not an 

accurate record of the actual number of people who attended the exhibition as several 

bypassed the signing in sheet at times when the exhibition was particularly busy and 

a number of people were not prepared to provide personal information. 

In addition to the formal consultation and exhibition, a total of 35 e-mails, letters and 

telephone calls were received by South Gloucestershire Councils framework 

consultants, CH2M Hill, including a formal response from Sodbury Town Council. 



 

 

These are included in full as Appendix C to the feedback report and are summarised 

below: 

Sodbury Town Council (STC) 

• 20mph speed limit – STC approves; 

• Additional crossing points High Street/Broad Street – STC advises only 

additional pedestrian crossing point required in Chipping Sodbury is at Wickwar 

Road junction; 

• Hounds Road proposals – STC approves traffic calming measures in this road 

but objects to proposed “no right turn” at High Street end of Hounds Road; 

• Parking/Waiting Restrictions Map 1 – STC approves all of proposals on this 

map covering Bennett’s Court and Station Road;  

• Parking/Waiting Restrictions Map 2 – STC approves all of proposals on this 

map covering Culverhill Road and Rounceval Street; 

• Parking/Waiting Restrictions Map 3 – STC approves all of proposals except 

waiting restrictions for High Street on this map covering High Street and Hounds 

Road; 

• Parking/Waiting Restrictions Map 4 – STC approves all of the proposals on this 

map covering Wickwar Road; 

• Parking/Waiting Restrictions Map 5 – STC approves all of the proposals in 

relation to Hatters Lane but objects to the proposals for waiting restrictions in 

Horse Street on this map covering Hatters Lane and Horse Street 

• Parking/Waiting Restrictions Map 6 – STC approves all of proposals on this 

map covering Woodmans Close, Hounds Road and Hounds Close; and 

• Parking/Waiting Restrictions Map 7 – STC approves all of proposals on this 

map covering Woodmans Close, Hounds Road and Hounds Close. 

Comments made directly to CH2M Hill by more than one respondent are: 

• 7 respondents supported the 20mph zone but did comment that it should only 

extend as far as the existing zebra crossing on Wickwar Road and that it should 

be extended to include Gorlands Road; 

• 3 objected to the 20mph zone; 

• 6 asked that the waiting restrictions at the junction of Bennett’s Court be more 

aggressive; 

• 6 respondents objected to the loss of existing car parking spaces; 

• 4 requested waiting restrictions in Bennett’s Court; 

• 3 highlighted the lack of a controlled crossing over Wickwar Road at its junction 

with High Street; 

• 2 respondents commented that there was no need for a wider median; 

• 2 registered their concern at the speed of traffic on Hounds Road; and 

• Generally there was very little support for either Option 1 or Option 2 in their 

current form. 

 

 



 

 

The most salient one-off comments made directly to CH2M Hill are: 

• Concern over parking in Hatters Lane; 

• Make Hatters Lane one-way; 

• 1 respondent supported the bus stop build out but 1 other respondent objected; 

• Placing restrictions on the north side of High Street will simply move the 

problem to the south side; 

• Concern at displaced parking activities in Leamans Close and Elms Close as a 

result of proposals; 

• Support for controlled pedestrian crossing  from Brook Street to Horseshoe 

Lane; 

• Disappointed that information supplied by Sodbury Parish Council appears not 

to have been included in options; 

• Requirement for additional Blue Badge Holder spaces; 

• Support for zebra crossing at Moda Hotel; 

• Six hour public exhibition not long enough; 

• 214 people not sufficient sample; 

• Obvious benefits to Waitrose; 

• Commuted sum “shady”; and 

• Wishes to escalate matters in order to prevent works happening (this lead to 

the petition referred to below). 

A petition was also raised locally the title of which was “We, the undersigned, do 

hereby object to proposals made by the council to radically alter the High Street of 

Chipping Sodbury, closing Hounds Road, removing parking spaces, disrupting the 

historical fabric of the town and threatening the livelihood of its residents and local 

businesses.” The petition attracted a total number of 887 signatures, of which: 

• 40% were visitors; 

• 48% were residents; 

• 9% were employees; and 

• 3% were business owners. 

It should be reported that the title of the petition is incorrect in that none of the 

proposals included the closure of Hounds Road. 

The responses can be grouped by element of the scheme as follows: 

Pedestrian Safety 
How strongly do you agree or disagree with the proposed changes to pedestrian 

crossing facilities at the junction of High Street/Broad Street and Wickwar Road? 

Strongly 
agree 

Tend to 
agree 

Neutral Tend to 
disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

Don’t 
know 

36 (19.7%) 42 (23.0%) 16 (8.7%) 21 (11.5%) 68 (37.2%) 0 (0%) 

 
 



 

 

The above table demonstrates that the majority of respondents 89 (48.7%) either 

tended to disagree or strongly disagreed with the proposed changes to pedestrian 

crossing facilities at the junction of High Street/Broad Street and Wickwar Road. This 

compares with 78 (42.7%) respondents who strongly agreed or tended to agree. 

A number of requests were received for a controlled pedestrian crossing across 

Wickwar Road at its junction with High Street/Broad Street with a zebra crossing being 

the most requested type. 

The Transport and Traffic Management Chapter of the Sodbury Parish Plan – Action 

Plan also identified a need for a controlled crossing across Wickwar Road at its 

junction with High Street.  

Pedestrian Safety Option 1 and Option 2 

The following two options are proposed for the pedestrian crossing at the junction of 

the High Street/Broad Street and Wickwar Road. 

Option 1 provides a wider raised central area allowing for more space for pedestrians 

and reducing the number of manoeuvres to and from Hounds Road to reduce 

pedestrian conflicts. Improves the east and westbound bus stops. 

Option 2 provides a wider central area which is not raised allowing for more space for 

pedestrians. Improves the east and westbound bus stops. 

Which option would you prefer? 

Option 1 Option 2 Neither Don’t know 

35 (19.1%) 53 (29.0%) 88 (48.1%) 7 (3.8%) 
 
The results show that the majority of respondents, 88 (48.1%), preferred neither of the 

options. 

Of the two options, Option 2 was preferred by 53 respondents (29.0%). 

Traffic Calming Features on Hounds Road 
How strongly do you agree or disagree with the proposed traffic calming on Hounds 

Road? 

Strongly 
agree 

Tend to 
agree 

Neutral Tend to 
disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

Don’t 
know 

34 (19.2%) 40 (22.6%) 32 (18.1%) 27 (15.3%) 38 (21.5%) 6 (3.4%) 
 
The majority of the respondents, 74 (41.8%), strongly agreed or tended to agree with 

the traffic calming features for Hounds Road. This compares with 65 respondents 

(36.8%) who tended to disagree or strongly disagreed with the proposed traffic calming 

features. 

In addition to speed tables, the following options are proposed for Hounds Road: 

Option A – a raised textured area approximately 8 metres long outside of 8 Hounds 

Road; 



 

 

Option B – a raised textured area approximately 8 metres long outside of Cotswold 

Court; and/or 

Option C –   a raised textured area approximately 8 metres long outside of 8 Hounds 
Road and outside Cotswold Court. 
 

Option A Option B Option C Neither Don’t know 

12 (6.8%) 22 (12.4%) 52 (29.4%) 66 (37.3%) 25 (14.1%) 
 
The results show that the majority of respondents, 66 (37.3%), preferred neither of the 

options. 

Of the three options, Option C received the most support; 52 respondents (29.4%). 
 
20mph Zone 

How strongly do you agree or disagree with the proposal of a 20mph zone? 

Strongly 
agree 

Tend to 
agree 

Neutral Tend to 
disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

Don’t 
know 

61 (32.4%) 56 (29.8%) 4 (2.1%) 20 (10.6%) 47 (25.0%) 0 (0%) 
 
The majority of respondents, 117 (62.2%) strongly agreed or tended to agree with the 

implementation of a 20mph zone compared with 67 (35.6%) who tended to disagree 

or strongly disagreed. 

Item 3.1 to Table 3: Transport of the Sodbury Parish Plan – Action Plan identifies 

concerns about speed and pedestrian safety and the Transport and Traffic 

Management section of the same document records that 366 households supported 

a 20mph speed limit in Sodbury main street. 

Waiting Restrictions and Permit Parking 
An overview of all proposed waiting restrictions is provided on the Waiting Restrictions 

Key Plan. How strongly do you agree or disagree with the following? 

 Strongly 
agree 

Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 
disagree 

Don’t 
know 

Proposed no waiting at any times 
(double yellow lines) 

25 (14.5%) 33 (19.2%) 33 (19.2%) 28 (16.3%) 51 (29.7%) 2 (1.2%) 

Proposed no waiting Monday-
Friday 8am to 9pm and 3pm to 
4pm restriction on Woodmans 
Close (single yellow line) 

17 (10.1%) 31 (18.5%) 42 (25.0%) 33 (19.6%) 38 (22.6%) 7 (4.2%) 

Proposed 2-hour waiting limits 31 (18.3%) 28 (16.6%) 14 (8.3%) 23 (13.6%) 70 (41.4%) 3 (1.8%) 
Proposed 2-hour waiting  limits 
with parking permits for residents 
and businesses 

35 (20.7%) 23 (13.6%) 21 (12.4%) 17 (10.1%) 69 (40.8%) 4 (2.4%) 

Proposed school Keep Clear 
markings on Hounds Road 

57 (32.2%) 69 (39.0%) 38 (21.5%) 4 (2.3%) 7 (4.0%) 2 (1.1%) 

Proposed loading bay on 
Wickwar Road 

21 (12.1%) 36 (20.8%) 58 (33.5%) 15 (8.7%) 37 (21.4%) 6 (3.5%) 

 
 
 
 



 

 

Proposed No Waiting at any Times (Double Yellow Lines) 
A total of 79 of the respondents (46.0%) disagreed or strongly disagreed with the 

introduction of additional double yellow lines compared with 58 respondents (33.7%) 

who either strongly agreed or agreed with their introduction. 

Bowling Hill, Station Road and Bennetts Court 
A petition titled “We the undersigned residents of Bennett’s Court, Yate, issue the 

following comments and requirements to South Glos Council on the proposed 

pedestrian safety, speed limit and waiting restrictions related to the Bowling Hill/Station 

Road/Bennett’s Court area as outlined in attached document ref: BNH/RMcD/2/6.14”. 

The petition was signed by 65 residents of Bennett’s Court and call for the gaps in the 

No Waiting at any Time restriction on Bowling Hill and Station Road to be in filled with 

double yellow lines and for waiting restrictions in Bennett’s Court operating between 

10am and 11pm and 2pm and 3pm Monday to Friday. 

The petition has been excluded from this feedback report on data protection grounds 

as it contains personal information of the residents who signed it. 

A request was also made at the public exhibition that the gaps in the proposed double 

yellow lines on Bowling Hill and Station Road were in filled with a No Waiting at any 

Time restriction, together with single yellow lines operating Monday to Friday between 

10am and 11am and 2pm and 3pm was requested throughout Bennetts Court. 

Proposed No Waiting Monday-Friday 8am to 9pm and 3pm to 4pm Restriction on 
Woodmans Close (single yellow line) 
A total of 71 respondents (42.2%) disagreed or strongly disagreed with the introduction 

of the single yellow line proposed for Woodmans Close as opposed to the 48 

respondents (28.6%) who supported the proposal. 

Proposed 2-hour Waiting Limits 
A total number of 93 respondents (55.0%) either disagreed or strongly disagreed with 

the implementation of the proposed two-hour waiting limits compared with 59 

respondents (34.9%) who strongly agreed or agreed with their implementation. 

Proposed 2-hour Waiting Limits with Parking Permits for Residents and Businesses 
A total of 86 respondents (50.9%) either disagreed or strongly disagreed with the 

introduction of the proposed two-hour waiting limits with parking permits for residents 

and businesses as opposed to 58 respondents (34.3%) who supported the proposals. 

Proposed School Keep Clear Markings on Hounds Road 
A total number of 126 respondents (71.2%) either strongly agreed or agreed with the 

proposed school keep clear markings on Hounds Road whilst 11 respondents (6.3%) 

disagreed or strongly disagreed with their implementation. 

Proposed Loading Bay on Wickwar Road 
A total of 57 of the respondents (32.9%) either strongly agreed or agreed with the 

introduction of the proposed loading bay on Wickwar Road compared with 52 

respondents (30.1%) who disagreed or strongly disagreed with its implementation. 

 
 



 

 

Permit Parking 
A separate questionnaire was sent to all residential and business properties that 

qualified for parking permits. In order for the permit parking scheme to be 

implemented, 70% of respondents needed to support the scheme. 

Would you support a permit parking area if it was introduced in your street? This 

means restricting parking to permit holders only with a maximum stay of 2 hours for 

non-permit holders from Monday to Friday, 8am to 6pm. 

Yes No 

25 (54.3%) 21 (45.7%) 
 
A total number of 25 respondents (54.3%) supported the implementation of the 

proposed permit parking areas compared to 21 respondents (45.7%) who opposed 

their introduction. 

As the required 70% of respondents support has not been achieved, the remainder of 

the permit parking questionnaire has not been analysed in detail as part of this 

feedback report, but a summary is included as Appendix D. 

The general questionnaire asked “In order for the permit parking area to be created, 

70% of consulted households who respond to the permit parking survey will have to 

support the proposal. If this was not achieved, how strongly would you agree or 

disagree with 2-hour waiting limits in those streets if there were no parking permits for 

residents and businesses?” 

Strongly 
agree 

Tend to 
agree 

Neutral Tend to 
disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

Don’t 
know 

24 (14.1%) 20 (11.8%) 13 (7.6%) 12 (7.1%) 97 (57.1%) 4 (2.4%) 
 
The majority of respondents, 109 (64.2%), tended to disagree or strongly disagreed 

with the introduction of 2-hour waiting limits in those streets if there were no parking 

permits for residents and businesses, compared with 44 respondents (25.9%) who 

strongly agreed or tended to agree. 

  



 

 

Future Programme 
Undertake formal public consultation on the new elements of the scheme that were 

not included in the original scheme i.e. the proposed zebra crossing, the proposed 

central refuge at the western end of High Street; the proposed raised speed table on 

High Street adjacent to the Moda Hotel; the minimal build-out at the eastbound bus 

stop on High Street; the proposed extension of the parking bays on of The Pitchings 

on the north side of Broad Street; the raised speed table on Horse Street; the proposed 

extended extent of the 20mph zone; the proposed additional double yellow lines on 

Bowling Hill/Station Road, and the second loading bay, and associated waiting 

restrictions, on Wickwar Road. 

South Gloucestershire Council will formally advertise the Traffic Regulation Orders & 

Notices for those elements of the scheme that require an Order or Notice, enabling 

people to view the proposals for the areas they are interested in and make further 

comments if they choose. This process can take approximately three months. 

Depending on the outcome of the formal consultation and public advertisement, it is 

anticipated that works will begin on site shortly after the Traffic Regulation Orders have 

been “made”. 

However, if objections are received during the advertisement period, South 

Gloucestershire Council will be required to take a report to the PTSE Committee for a 

decision on how to proceed. This process can take a further four months. 

 

  



 

 

Appendix A 

Summary of Comments and Letters Received by South 

Gloucestershire Council Officers 

  



 

 

Summary of Comments Received by SGC Officers 
 
Received on 9.6.14 from 3 local residents: 

• Losing 10 parking spaces would be detrimental for businesses and residents 

• If the 20mph limit was properly enforced, no pedestrian crossings would be needed 

• 3-4 hours for waiting restrictions would be better than 2 hours as it doesn’t give people long 
enough to do their shopping, visit beauticians etc 

• Unless we get restrictions on the Pitchings, this scheme will only transfer the problem to the 
other side of the High Street 

• Use the money to get the rights to the Pitchings for restrictions instead  

Received on 9.6.14 from local resident: 

• Parking on Hatters Lane is not a problem 

• Need zebra crossing at end of Wickwar Road and Hounds Road 
• Don’t need that many build outs on High Street 

Received on 9.6.14 from 2 Horse Street residents: 

• A pedestrian crossing is needed on Horse Street, which should be raised to slow down traffic. 
On the bend there should be SLOW markings on the road. The double yellow line needs to be 
completely repainted as cars park there and buses cannot get past. There is a blind lady who 
lives on the road and her blind dog regularly has to take her out into the road to get around the 
parked cars on the pavement, which is very dangerous. 

• The 20mph zone should go further than Mead Road and should cover the whole of Horse 
Street. 

• On High Street we don’t need as many pedestrian crossings, only have on outside no 71. Speed 
limit enforcement will be a problem as police and traffic wardens take no notice, Chipping 
Sodbury is like the ‘Wild West’.  
 

Received on 9.6.14 from Hounds Road resident: 

• Lorries come too close to the window of Cotswold Ct on Hounds Road when cars squeeze past 
each other, which is very scary. The road should be shut for traffic or be turned into a one-way 
road. Put bollards between High St and Hounds Rd. Noise pollution from fast traffic in Hounds 
Rd.  
 

Received on 9.6.14 from 2 High Street businesses, who are also residents: 

• Pedestrian crossing should be located at the end of Hounds Road, Wickwar Road and outside 
the post office and on the High Street outside 43/45 

• Hounds Road: don’t take the parking spaces on the corners of Hounds Road away 

• Pedestrian crossings and bus stops take away too many parking spaces 

• Crossing on Wickwar Road needs to be pulled further back away from the High Street 
• Bus stop is proposed on narrowest part of the High Street and in the way, move it further up 

the road 

• Do not build a plastic bus shelter as it will not blend in with the old High Street 
 
Received on 9.6.14 from a member of the public: 

• There should be signs up saying if you are visually impaired or disabled, you should approach 
a member of staff for help. 

• A friend of the lady leaving this comment who was visually impaired had visited the exhibition 
and struggled with the plans but had been too shy to approach a member of staff. 
 

Received on 9.6.14 from 3 local residents: 

• Wickwar Road: end of street needs proper pedestrian crossing 
 
Received on 9.6.14 from local resident: 

• Brookfield Close doesn’t need to be a 20mph zone, Couzens Close is much larger and should 
have a 20mph limit as it is dangerous. 

• The tourist information centre says many people use the High Street as a park and ride for 
Bristol, 2 hours waiting restrictions should help with this but the enforcement will be important. 

 



 

 

Resident Couzens Close: 

• Many thanks for your recent letter. I wish to state that I would strongly approve all the bullet 
points on your suggestion. The only item I find unable to comment upon is ‘permit parking areas’ 
as I have not used these, have no need too, but appreciate that this will help many visitors – 
but, where then will the towns employees park all day – may this cause them to ‘invade’ other 
public roads and cause further problems for local residents? 

 
Received on 9.6.14 from resident of Melbourne Drive: 

• The end of the drive is a turning bay and there are always about 6 cars parked there. There is 

a gateway along the road and if this is open, vehicles can reverse into it and turn around but 

when it is closed it is almost impossible to turn around with all the parked cars in the way. There 

are an old people’s home and a care home in the street and many ambulances have to turn 

around but get stuck because they can’t. There needs to be no parking in the cul-de-sac. 

Received on 9.6.14 from local resident: 

• The yellow lines on Gorlands Road will only move the problem further down the road. 

Received on 9.6.14 from 2 local residents from Chestnut Drive: 
• The local companies such as Jelf and Merlin should have to park their cars in a specified car 

park. They use Culverhill as a car park and will use Chestnut Drive instead. 

Received on 9.6.14 from local residents: 

• The maps are not accurate. Kennedy Way starts further down, not at Hounds Rd and 31 

Cotswold Court is missing. 

Received on 9.6.14 from local resident: 

• New chevrons have recently been put onto Hounds Road (about 6 weeks ago) but it is very 

difficult to slow down as cars come up too fast behind you. This makes it dangerous to turn into 

Hounds Road from the dual carriageway, a journey these local residents have to make several 

times a day. Brenda has requested for someone to get in touch with her about this.  

Received on 9.6.14 from Hounds Road resident:  

• Pedestrian crossings need road markings or sign stating that it is a crossing, otherwise it is just 

an element of the High Street in different colours of grey. 

• Money would be better spent on proper zebra crossing with lights. Safety takes priority over 

visual changes. Current scheme suggestion is no improvement of safety compared to status 

quo. Money spending exercise not addressing the problems. 

• Single pedestrian crossing point would be good with a sign or zebra crossing. 

Received on 9.6.14 from 5 local residents, independently: 

• We have concerns over how the speed limits will be enforced. You may need to employ a 

warden. 

Received on 9.6.14 from 2 Brook Street residents: 

• It is dangerous to drive out onto the High Street/Rounceval Street from Brook Street because 

of parked cars on corners obstructing the sight lines. Double yellow lines are being ignored and 

cars park on the corners every day. The residents are requesting a mirror to be implemented 

as part of this scheme on the left hand side as they come out of Brook Street to help them see 

pedestrians, school children and cars as there have been many near misses in the past and 

several crashes. 

Received on 9.6.14 from local resident: 

• Pedestrian crossing needs to be formalised but not raised with ramps. It should have lights. 

Need a crossing by the post office and one outside the town hall. Bus stop should not be sticking 
out, this loses parking spaces. Disabled bay on High Street as you come out of Wickwar Rd 

and turn right as shown on map does not exist – drawing incorrect. 

Received on 9.6.14 from 3 local residents: 

• We don’t want visual changes to the High Street (humps, islands).  



 

 

Summary of Letters Received by SGC Officers 

• Letter arrived 17 June 2014 so missed public exhibition 

• Chipping Sodbury benefits from tourists but car parking on main street detracts from this 

• Why not invest money in new car park to allow everyone to view Chipping Sodbury 

• Bowling Road continuous to Horseshoe Lane and very narrow – can see this road being used for parking in 
future 

• Already have four pedestrian islands 

• Proposed footway build-outs and protected Pitchings useful but outweighed by disadvantage of erosion of 
parking and manoeuvring space 

• High Street overcrowded Friday & Saturday, only day can park is Sunday 
• Cars constantly stop to allow people to get out or whilst looking for a space so wide carriageway desirable for 

traffic flow, particularly relevant as original official parking areas for town drastically reduced by Waitrose 

• Therefore opposed to further erosion of parking 

• Likewise with double yellow lines unless considered absolutely essential rather than “nice to have” 
• Wide enough central median already 

• Mainly used by pedestrians in crossing road as safe stopping area if oncoming traffic delays crossing other 
lane also enables walking parallel until traffic space becomes available. Central median also used by vehicles 
to circumnavigate delivery vehicles when necessary. Not necessary to reduce this anywhere to carriageway 
height or extend it 

• Purple coloured area for pedestrian route across Pitchings already mainly used by traffic emerging from 
Hounds Road. Pedestrian can easily circumnavigate if car emerging, therefore not in favour of these proposals 
as any advantage is small 

• Not in favour of significant bus shelter as generally few passengers going east compared to west so question 
of priority. Compromise would be access part of single parking place adjacent to shop as a pedestrian corridor 
for access. Only needs to be same width as door of bus and extended width of parking area. Would be slightly 
advantageous, think there is enough room still for small car. Would also be useful if bus stop sign was 
displayed normally rather than parallel to road 

• Hounds Road – ideally use electronic speed limit indicator to restrict traffic by school for an hour around school 
start and an hour around collection, thus allowing the other 22 hours in the day to be 30mph. Rarely seen 
speeding traffic down this road so can’t really see that adding traffic calming feature (which I loathe) justified. 
View of people whom live in and off Hounds Road should be considered as well as school 

• Generally in favour of 20mph limit although would have preferred narrowed down to “hot spots” like Wickwar 
Road/High Street junction, Rounceval Street/Culverhill Road junction and the school 

• Response goes on to provide feedback on recent other changes in Chipping Sodbury that the respondent 
considers to be overzealous and unnecessary  

• Frequently use Wickwar Road/High Street junction as pedestrian and motorist and not sure if zebra crossing 
necessary. Danger is that traffic wishing to turn left approaching junction too fast, maybe 20mph speed limit not 
such bad idea 

• Approaching junction bottom of Hounds Road risky business, motorists with sense will be half a notch off stop 
on reaching junction with High Street pavement, pedestrian controlled crossing heaven forbid 

• Re-open Heron Way/Kenneday Way junction so traffic able to turn right, may help to alleviate chaos 
sometimes experienced on link road roundabout. Why junction has a restriction is mystery. Visibility up and 
down Kennedy Way excellent at night road well lit. In recent times, dual carriageway reduced to single lanes 

• My opinion vehicles parked on Bowling Hill from Bennett’s Court to Jelf offices hazard, understand that 
someone lost their life near junction with Bennett’s Court while ago? Double yellow lines maybe? 

The following comments were received by South Gloucestershire Conservatives – Thornbury and Yate 
Constituency in response to questions “Do you think there should be a zebra crossing at the junction of Wickwar 
Road and high Street?” and “What are your thoughts on a 20mph zone?” 

• Yes 
• Definitely needed! Living locally aware of multiple hazards therefore never drive over 20mph on High Street. 

For visiting motorists 30mph offers false sense of safety 

• Definitely yes anything to improve safety 

• Totally opposed to 20mph limit, in fact opposed to all unnecessary speed limit reductions, also opposed to any 
parking restrictions in High street 

• Should not include Wickwar Road between Waitrose roundabout and St John’s roundabout, should include 
residential areas, should be combined with increases e.g. St John’s Road to 40mph 

• Very good idea as cars speed and you can’t get across road 



 

 

• Long overdue and necessary, also need to reinstate “stop” line at bottom Hounds Road/High Street 
• Brilliant idea, needs to be crossing with traffic lights position might cause it not to be used. Peak times may 

cause more frustration for both pedestrians and drivers 
• A 20mph should be imposed immediately and strictly policed by patrons or cameras otherwise ineffective 

• Great idea, also thumbs up for progress banning bin charges 
• Fine 

• During the day most of the traffic travels at 20mph or below due to volume and busyness of town 
• What is the 20mph zone based on i.e. accidents etc? Should we all take gear boxes out of cars? Or why not 

sell all our cars and buy bicycles and horse and cart 
• A good idea given average age of Sodbury pedestrians, not a Conservative! 

• Local people who shop given chance of finding space, how do they do business? Think Sodbury should have a 
building for cars to park. Ridiculous in High Street, double parking etc 

• With older people, mums with pushchairs, children and people trying to access High Street I should not think it 
was possible (safety) to go more than 20mph. Make Chipping Sodbury High Street safe place for pedestrians 
and motorists 

• OK on small High Street/Broad Street area only. Other areas if 30mph enforced there would be no problem. 
Proposals by CH2M Hill are total farce which ignores primary problem of parking by reducing space available 
and is based on ill-considered data and will create more problems than existed in first place 

• 20mph zone worth try. Zebra would cause traffic gridlock at times. Already crossing in Wickwar Road all need 
to be less lazy both motorists and pedestrians and Sodbury has not nearly enough parking places away from 
street 

• 20mph zone good idea. Think should be crossing but definitely not zebra will cause traffic chaos as 
pedestrians cross constantly, needs to be crossing where pedestrians wait their turn 

• Will drive shoppers out of High Street and directly to Waitrose as will parking restrictions. Zebra crossing will 
just back up traffic through High Street. Sure all result of Waitrose and should have been foreseen then 

• Would help, restricted parking another issue which needs to be resolved and would improve things. £36 green 
bin tax disgrace, Lim Dems deserve to lose voters 

• Yes 

• OK 
• Don’t want what proposed as taking up lot of much needed parking places. 20mph roundels in street would 

have the effect & not as any parking places would. Need 20mph on approach roads to town 

• Agree, would like more information regarding parking permit for Horse Street 

• Yes, High Street/Broad Street/Horse Street to Smart Green roundabout 
• Not feasible – would cause more congestion, 30mph adequate. Wickwar Road already has crossing; one near 

High Street would be difficult for a left turning car 

• Good idea really like to see zebra crossing at highest point of main street, would slow down traffic 

• As 70 year old have no problems crossing junction of Wickwar Road and High Street. What are accident 
statistics to justify 20mph? 

• Belief that changes should concentrate on Wickwar Road, Hounds Road, Horse Street and Hatters Lane. First 
stop HGVs accessing Hounds Road, then provide “proper” pedestrian crossing at junction with Broad Street 
i.e. pedestrians have priority over vehicles. Provide pedestrian crossing in Horse Street around Post Office 

• Omission of double yellow lines from existing markings at entrance to Riverside Court to new proposed 
markings 

• Omission of double yellow lines to west of Bennett’s Court to new proposed markings 
• Bennett’s Court, proposed marking of double yellow lines 
• Knock on effect of changes 

• Disappointed following attending public exhibition 

• Concerned that proposals presented are for three different parking time zones 
• Restrictive 2-hour zone between Swagger and Mad Sandwich Company when introduced saw many cars 

towed away with hefty fines, not good advert for Chipping Sodbury. Abruptly stopped not been witnessed for 
number of years now 

• Many businesses front restrictive 2-hour parking so when implemented saw general movement of all day 
parking by owners and staff across street to southern side and above on north side making it more difficult to 
park near home 

• Proposed zone Mad Sandwich Company to Moda could cost £135 per year, same cost will apply to businesses 
that could easily pass cost onto customers leaving no financial burden on themselves 

• Third zone covers complete south side High Street not subject to parking charges or restriction, could make 
proposals for High Street very divisive for neighbours on north side 



 

 

• What really happens in High Street before 9am every morning? Cars flood in from 8am and owners and staff 
rapidly fill High Street so that by 9am 99% of spaces taken 

• More desperate drive down pavement on south side to park behind those in front of row bordering public 
highway west of clock tower. Add this to 2-hour restriction and permits recipe for chaos. Also matter of added 
signage, yellow lines, white lines, possible raised surface for two new pedestrian crossings effectively reducing 
car spaces. Then, if not enough restrictions, being asked to comment on plans to allow no right turn out into 
Hounds Road and no right turn from Hounds Road; a junction previously considered by developers suitable for 
roundabout. New proposal lead to yet more sign in town doesn’t sit well as in conservation area 

• Recall not long ago Sodbury Town Council sold Wickwar car park to developers, effectively reduced town’s 
long-stay parking bays by 80 with 100 spaces left envisaged to be free for use of visitors to town. Developers 
gained approval for supermarket, 170 homes, then buying No. 31 high Street which is supposed to be bridge to 
High Street and then with car park to follow easily game, set and match to them! 

• Why should we as residents pay the extra cost of permits to cover for mistakes of Sodbury Council when they 
were responsible for selling 80 long-stay spaces? 

• Business community, who complain of lack of parking for customers, key to problem. Suggested that business 
owners should not only set example by parking in Wickwar Road car park, but also encourage staff to do so as 
well. After all depend on customers to run successful business. Will free up surprising amount of spaces for 
customers so releasing Chipping Sodbury from straight jacket of regulation that proposals demand 

• At odds with plans for restrictive parking in front of house 
• Double row of cobbles separates public highway from spaces being used by motorists 

• Injured at junction of Wickwar Road and high Street 

• See police described injuries as slight but admitted to hospital, both feet x-rayed and put in plaster. Retained in 
hospital for 7-days with left foot crushed, had to be treated as egg-shells and other foot smashed. Eventually 
fitted with boots to knees, kept in bed and only allowed out with frame and hopping on right heel not allowing 
anything else to touch ground 

• Bed had to be brought downstairs before allowed out, equipped with commode, frame, crutches and wheel 
chair to get out of house with much difficulty. This went on for 3-months when boots taken off and able to fit in 
old pair of trainers. Not been possible to wear best shoes anymore, have had to restock wardrobe with ones 
that are comfortable and supportive 

• Consider junction dangerous and pedestrian crossing is needed here. Many elderly friends who also worried 
about crossing road here. One friend was helping wife who has had stroke across road at mid-day, car swept 
behind him catching trousers and then went on to mount pavement to get by. Another person who is blind has 
to guess when it is safe for him to cross road  

• Omission of double yellow lines from existing markings at entrance to Riverside Court to new proposed 
markings 

• Omission of double yellow lines to west of Bennett’s Court to new proposed markings 

• Bennett’s Court, proposed marking of double yellow lines 
• Knock on effect of changes 

• Applaud Council’s efforts to rationalise traffic, parking and pedestrian problems 

• Particular interest proposed parking restrictions no mention of Melbourne Drive where parking problems have 
been reported in past 

• Melbourne Drive is no through road with turning bay at end 

• Normally SIX cars parked in bay 

• Having easy pedestrian access to Broad Street it is widely used by shoppers 

• Regular instances of vehicles being left for long periods of time 
• One side is Abbeyfield Care Home and other is estate of 16 bungalows for senior citizens, some of whom are 

quite old 

• Frequently necessary to have visits from ambulances and Green Community Travel vehicles which have 
difficulty turning in bay 

• Narrow access road to part of estate used by reversing vehicle despite warnings of limited height and no 
turning notices. Road has lynchgate have has been damages on three occasions. First cover tilted 
dangerously by Ring and Ride minibus so cost or repair met by your insurance. When culprit cannot be 
identified repair cost borne by elderly residents 

• Hope these observations persuade you to include Melbourne Drive among areas where parking should be 
restricted 

• Completed questionnaire in negative manner due to problems this will cause with excessive traffic parking 
outside of property 

• Would like to bring to your attention following points that contribute to this 



 

 

• Reduction in parking places due to proposed pedestrian crossing in area 
• Reduction in parking places due to additional double yellow lines in area 

• Reduction in long-term parking places/waiting restrictions in area 
• Understand need to keep long-term parking to minimum to increase passing trade in area but are you aware 

most long-term parking created by following 
• Local trade staff parking 

• Outside contractors finding accommodation in area and leaving vehicles and sharing vehicles to place of work 
• Visitors to Public Houses leaving vehicles in area 

• Groups meeting in area leaving vehicles and taking vacation/tips 

• Long-term parking can be for significant period and will increase dramatically, especially with proposed 
housing developments in Chipping Sodbury and Yate 

• Brought this to attention of advisors in town hall who agreed I would have a problem! 

• Can only suggest increase “Limited Waiting Except Permit Holders” to include all of Horse Street up to Boot 
PH and then no waiting at any time further eastbound as has been done to west of town 

• 20mph zone, agree, not acceptable to be driving through High Street at any more than this, especially at busy 
periods 

• Believe that 20mph without pedestrian crossings sufficient and save loss of parking, especially with islands 
now in centre of road to assist crossing 

• No comment in regard to protection of school area but agree need to protect any area with movement of large 
group of children 

• Confused why no consideration of residents and businesses on east side of town up to Boot PH in Horse 
Street and would like to know why is case? Noticed that double yellow lines in front 43 Horse Street been 
repainted and left shorter than previous as if deliberate attempt to increase long-term parking in area. Trust 
convince me that suspicions not valid 

• 20mph – fully support principle, but unless police prepared to enforce will not be followed by all motorists 
number of whom unable to comply with 30mph. Could lead to further confusion and hazard with pedestrians 
coming to reply on new limit 

• Options 1 and 2 – unclear what mean by “formal crossings” assume will not be zebras. Provision of proposed 
island “refuges” will provide adequate crossing points for Broad Street/High Street to encourage crossing 
anywhere else defeats object of islands and introduces further hazards for pedestrians. Worth pointing out 
various “crossing points” at Post Office and entrance to Wickwar Road themselves hazard since raised surface 
causes some motorists to stop whilst others in opposite direction continue 

• 2-hour parking restrictions – surprised review not considered implications of restriction. New parking 
arrangement for Waitrose resulted in loss of some 70 unlimited spaces. Also many visitors who wish to shop or 
attend events in town and take advantage of restaurants/pubs thus requiring more than 2 hours. Have to make 
provision for their needs as well as encourage short-term shopper. Residents wishing to take advantage of 
coach tours from town also need unlimited parking near pick-up point, these needs must be addressed 

• Wickwar Road/High Street Junction – major concern absence of any realistic solution to crossing junction. To 
shoppers, visitors Broad Street and high Street represent continuous street which necessitates crossing 
Wickwar Road. This morning saw elderly couple stranded in middle whilst cars approached at speed (at that 
point 20mph limit no help!). to cross safely requires looking in four directions and proposed limit on traffic from 
Hounds Road does not appear to improve this. Zebra at this junction only logical solution. Mini-roundabout 
would ease traffic movement – especially right turn out of Wickwar Road – and reduce number of directions 
poor pedestrians to check to three! 

• Horse Street Parking Permits – strongly agree scheme should be introduced but concerned that restriction 
ends in front of No.26. Will lead to large trucks and high sided vans parking 24/7 in front of Nos. 28-32. Area in 
front of Nos. 28-32 publicly maintained and see no reason why permit parking cannot be extended to include 
these properties 

• Horse Street Parking spaces – vehicles that park in front of Nos. 14-32 very often seriously encroach upon 
pedestrian footpath, restricting footpath width so that wheelchairs and push chairs cannot pass, especially 
noticeable where properties have bay windows. Would it not be possible to incorporate occasional bollard 
along edge of footpath especially in front of bay windows of Nos. 24-32 to prevent this? 

• Double Yellow Lines Horse Street – consider accident waiting to happen due to vehicles parking on south side 
between Nos. 50 and 36. Consider double yellow lines for this side of road? 

• Not clear if Hounds Close to be given scrutiny in this regard 

• Almost insoluable problems residents ensure in narrow cul-de-sac from bad parking by non-residents clearly 
overspill from Hounds Road 

• Leaving Close have no vision either way to oncoming traffic 



 

 

• Am disabled and have electric scooter and safety in entering Hounds Road always a hazard 
• Further problem twice a day incursion from parents vehicles bringing and /or collecting their children from 

primary school 
• At times road becomes gridlocked, could fire engine or ambulance access – NO! 

• Disappointed no improvement to pedestrians crossing Wickwar Road/High Street junction 

• High Street/Broad Street pavements viewed as continuous 

• Relying on untried secondary effects of other measures, including reducing posted speed limits 
• Whilst welcome 20mph would be mistake to rely on this to provide level of safety needed for pedestrians in 

town centre, predict that this will be found to be particular problem in late evening 

• Also predict that scale of proposed changes to double yellow lines and parking arrangements in town centre 
will arouse much opposition that the operation of whole traffic scheme will be delayed. Hence real danger that 
role of town centre crossings at focal point of S106 spending will be usurped 

• Feel obliged to refer to fact that incredulous plans used to promote scheme significantly out of date do not 
show new large island in Wickwar Road, any of new Drovers Way or even Waitrose 

• Group welcomes 20mph limits and wonders why 20mph restrictions are to be applied to Brookfield Close, a 
quiet cul-de-sac, whilst the dangers in the adjacent rat-run short-circuit Gorlands Road being ignored 

• Lot of problems with parking in Chipping Sodbury, reducing speed limit will not solve this – needs to be more 
parking restrictions and policed better 

• At moment vehicles even park in centre of road in Broad Street – completely illegal but never seen any action 
• Seems to be more and more obstructions to park properly with signs where people should be able to park 

• See considering residents parking permits, can you tell me why when people can only park in the road but they 
do not get permits? Must be first come first served or give residents bays to all houses in South Glos 

• Also junction Frome Road/Gorlands Road is a bad place to allow parking 
• If get rid of parking problem will not need to reduce speed limit to 20mph will lead to terrible build-up of traffic 

• Nobody needs to park in Chipping Sodbury for more than 2 hours as the area does not have enough shops to 
keep you there 

• Hounds Road should be no parking at any time which should also apply to Hatters Lane 
• Number of streets where considering 20mph speed limit do not need one for instance Brook Street as not 

possible to go any faster 

• Best option would be to not allow traffic to go right handed from Wickwar Road, bad place 

• Another option close Broad Street to traffic completely which would be possible – make it a pedestrian area 
only allowing delivery vehicles at certain times 

• Having read proposals for speed, parking and waiting restrictions very much agree with them 

• See nothing regarding additional disabled parking 

• Existing spaces only empty in the evening 
• One on High Street outside disabled resident which I have had to use on several occasions 
• It is possible to put a disabled space on the newsagent side and one at the Catholic Church side? Sure not 

only disabled person to have difficulty occasionally 

• Car parks too far for disabled people 

 

  



 

 

Appendix B 

Comments Made on Completed Questionnaires 

  



 

 

Question 5 Please use this space to make any comments about the 

proposed pedestrian safety measures 

The present safety measures in place for pedestrians on Chipping Sodbury High Street do not need to be changed, 
especially if you are proposing a 20mph speed limit.  That is wasting tax payer’s money, and pedestrians should pay 
more attention when crossing a busy road. 
Making people turn left out of Hounds Road, will result in people doing a U turn at the end of the Wickwar road or 
further up the High Street. This will result in more hazards for pedestrians. Also cars coming out of the Wickwar road 
will have to go around the war memorial then back if they want to go up hounds road, again this will cause problems 
as it is already a congestion area around the memorial and this will be increased. 
1.  Gaining access to the Millennium Garden at the corner of Wickwar Rd & St Johns Way is extremely hazardous 
but there appears to be no proposal to improve this problem location.  Surely this needs to be included in the plans.    
2.  Bus stops should be pull-ins off the main carriageway.  As proposed, they would either interfere with the smooth 
flow of other traffic, or force other traffic onto the central reservation where pedestrians might expect to be able to 
stand in safety.  Surely, this does NOT meet the requirement to IMPROVE road safety. 
Need a zebra crossing near Horseshoe Lane/High Street - kids crossing to walk up Horseshoe Lane to school.  Why 
can't Hounds Lane be blocked off at the High Street end - problem solved. 
You can never put too high a price on people's safety 

There are no safety pedestrian measures proposed for the crossing outside of the Post Office. There are very few 
places to cross safely on this first stretch of Horse Street and cars are frequently parked across the crossing making 
it difficult to cross with our daughter in her wheelchair. Those parked across the crossing are either delivery drivers 
(not the Post Office or Blue Badge holders. At present I do not believe that drivers are aware that it is a crossing and 
neither slow down; stop or refrain from parking on it. 
I can see the potential need for improved crossing (though 'm not aware that it's actually a problem - patience is 
sometimes needed to cross; but it's not actually difficult).  However; it really needs to be kept in context of one of the 
main reasons people visit Chipping Sodbury - i.e. a picturesque High Street. Filling it with bollards; signs; road 
markings and the like will detract from this and potentially impact tourism & related businesses.  Why not just create 
one new crossing point at the top of the high street; and another tucked around the corner on the Boot. 
Despite "No Parking" signs on the central reservation in Broad Street vehicles still park there so an impediment to 
parking would prevent this. 
Anything that would improve the safety of pedestrians can only be a good thing. I would also add that whilst this 
work (if it goes ahead ) is being done could you improve the signage banning any vehicle over 7.5 tons from going 
through town as drivers of hgv' s ignore this ban daily and although I have raised this issue with the local police via 
Steve Webb they don't seem to be interested! 
As a cyclist I am very concerned about the addition of any raised surfaces that restrict carriageway widths.  These 
cause pinch points which are when I am most vulnerable.  As I cycle through the high street morning and evening I 
object to these structures.  This is especially important now as Cotswold Road Eastbound is now a no go zone for 
cyclists due to the poor road layout.  I am also extremely unhappy that this whole planning application seems to 
blatantly ignore the needs of cyclists. 
The parking by some parents at school pick up time is appalling I would like to see the enforcement car driving this 
road more often. 
Chipping Sodbury Traffic Scheme - Comments on proposals shown at consultation dated 9th June 2014 by Pauline 
and Richard Wilson. Generally we are in agreement with the proposals, though we would have liked more control of 
traffic. It is a great shame that The Pitchings are not included to give an overall and coordinated plan. We do have 
the following comments and suggestions which we hope you will consider:  Pedestrian Safety - 1a. There is no 
existing disabled space on the north side of the High St west of Wickwar Road. 1b. The plan should also include 
Horse St, particularly the informal crossing to the Post Office which is dangerous. On the Parish Plan Survey 370 
(68% of those who voted people wanted this formalised as a proper crossing. 2. Crossing Points on High/Broad St: 
a. Like the idea of the pavement on the north side coming out to the crossing point. b. All crossing points should 
have coloured/textured carriage surface - not as show on the plan. c. There should be one formal crossing (i.e. 
zebra crossing). On the Parish Plan 378 (67% of those who voted) wanted a proper pedestrian crossing here. d. 
The proposed crossing point across the main street from Hounds Road junction to Wickwar Road junction is 
dangerous because it is so near traffic manoeuvring from these junctions. e. Would like to see the crossings a 
standard length thus reducing the width of the road. This would allow the parking area on north side of Broad St 
(particularly outside the Town Hall) to be larger and so large cars would not overhang the pavement as at present. 
This problem was brought up on a number of responses to the Parish Plan questionnaire. On the South 
Gloucestershire part of this parking (about 1 metre), markings could be placed for each parking slot and it would 
allow the Council to put time limits on parking here. f. Like the idea of marking the crossing points on The Pitchings 
but how are you going to stop cars parking there and if they do so the hazard of them backing out over the crossing 



 

 

point? g. Parking in the middle of the road in the main street seriously compromises pedestrian safety when 
crossing the road. Sometimes on the islands one cannot see past the parked vehicles. The present situation is 
inadequate. The middle either needs to be raised or double yellow lines put down and the restriction needs to be 
enforced. 3 Bus Stops: a. Eastbound - like the idea of the pavement coming out to stop cars parking at the bus stop. 
Like the idea of a bus shelter but it would have to be in keeping with the town. We would hope a proper seat (not the 
standard perch) is included. We would also assume a raised section to allow wheelchair/pushchair access is 
included. b. Westbound - like the idea of keeping the parking away from the bus stop and toilets but this area also 
needs a raised platform to allow wheelchair/pushchair access to the buses. 4 Wickwar Road junction with Broad St: 
a. Nothing has been done to help people walking along the main street and wanting to cross Wickwar Road. On the 
Parish Plan 460 (80% of those who voted) wanted a proper pedestrian crossing here. b. The curve of the splay at 
this junction could be reduced to be a sharper angle thus slowing turning traffic. To allow buses to do this turn 
cobbles could be put in for them to drive on but sufficiently bumpy that cars would not want to use it. c. A single row 
of coloured brick across the road could indicate stop line as we gather a painted one is not allowed. d. It seems to 
us that a number of people are coming from the Yate direction and turning into Wickwar Road. This used to be the 
main route to Wickwar and the M5. In recent years Peg Hill Road has been constructed from Goose Green Way, 
bypassing Chipping Sodbury. It would help reduce traffic using the Wickwar Road junction if the road signs at Yate 
could indicate the route to the M5 via Peg Hill. 5 Hounds Road junction with Broad St: a. Nothing has been done to 
help people walking along the main street and wanting to cross Hounds Road. b. The waiting bay for south bound 
traffic wanting to enter Hounds Road should have particular markings to stop people parking there. c. The bollard on 
the pavement at the corner forces mobility scooters to go out in the road and should be re-sited. d. The crossing 
point should be as a raised textured platform. e. Option 1 would serve to reduce the number of vehicles using this 
junction and Hounds Road and so we support it. 6a. On the Parish Plan questionnaire 366 people supported a 
20mph speed limit in High St/Broad St. Parking Restrictions: We support the restriction of parking to 2 hours as 
much as possible. On the Parish Plan 419 of the respondents supported a time limit for free parking in High 
St/Broad St area. 601 of the respondents supported a designated area for all day parking away from the main 
street. Hounds Road: If Hounds Road is to have even more parking restrictions, St John's Mead School needs to 
have two turns-ins to the car park to allow parents to drop their children off and more parking to allow for increased 
staff/visiting staff. Hounds Close, which is narrow, needs to have as many parking restrictions as the other roads. 
We are happy to meet you to discuss any of these proposals on site if required. Pauline and Richard Wilson 
(Sodbury Parish Plan Committee) 14th June 2014 
For the safety of school children 

To protect the school 

I am 70 years old and never had any problems crossing Sodbury High St. Hounds Road is not a problem not aware 
of any accidents why change it? I have not seen any accident statistics to help justify in fact any of the proposed 
changes! 
No to 20mph 

30mph is fine - not 20mph necessary as no major accidents 

Resident access only. No through road. Create car parking in St John Mead School. Taking away parking spaces 
for the above measures only make the parking situation worse - where will the displaced car spaces park? 
Keep as is - this is not a necessity 

I feel that there should be no bumps on the road but reduce the speed limit to 20mph 

I feel that there is no need for improvement as there have been no accidents that I am aware of. This scheme will 
seriously damage the aesthetics of our unique historical town 
Good to protect the school 

Not know accidents - why 30mph 

For the children walking to and from school 

Proposals not necessary. Safe pedestrian access as is 

Daft 

Needs more thought and homework 

The school is there so good for safety 

Raised textured areas are not the same as proper zebra crossings. Pedestrians are not protected by them 

20mph already exists with crossing warden. Open school up to park for parents. 

Ill conceived 

If it isn't broke, don't fix it 



 

 

This is a difficult balance to evaluate. I'm on the cusp of opt 3/neither/don't know 

Cars really speed down Hounds Rd raised areas would raise the noise levels considerably in the narrow enclosed 
space from Cotswold Ct down to the High St . Need to stop cars before they enter this area to slow traffic 
I do not believe that so many crossing are necessary throughout Sodbury. 3 at max!   The proposed crossings 
would take away from the historic nature of the town; and make it look like an eye saw. The current crossings like 
the one outside the post office are perfect but need improvement to be made clearer to traffic as the current 
crossings aren't to highway standard. I believe this is achievable without destroying our beautiful town. the proposed 
changes pose higher risk to pedestrians and vehicles when it comes to loading and unloading to the many 
(currently) busy business' in the high street. This also poses the fret of further congestion.   The proposed widening 
of the central reservation within the high street I not acceptable; there are many deliveries to the businesses?T of 
the town on a daily basis many of these deliveries can take an hour of more to unload. With this in mind I do not 
believe it would be possible for them to deliver without causing disruption to the whole of the road pavements and 
the town as a whole.   The proposed crossings would also take away over 20 parking spaces within the town; with 
?"parking so hard to come by in the town this is not a good idea at all. There must be some way you can make 2/3 
small noticeable to the traffic but not in your face crossings WITHOUT taking more spaces away from chipping 
sodbury.   The proposed raised curb at the end of hounds road; this would take away valuable  parking spaces that 
are mostly used for 5-10 min stops by people using the cash point spar and other quick transactions. I do not think a 
crossing here would be a good idea as traffic would be backing up from every direction and it would be idea to 
disperse the traffic and not to cause the congestion. The proposed bus stop; and shelter. WE DO NOT WANT A 
SHELTER it would be a disgrace to the town and is completely unneeded in Sodbury. It would not be in keeping no 
matter how you dressed it up; It would bock current shops from vie which is the main way of 
communicating/advertising with your passing trade.  The bus stop would also take away a further 4/5 parking 
spaces on the narrowest part of the street. Need I say more?   I propose the bus stop should be relocated outside 
Hatherals yard; an ideal place for high street and Waitrose; drivers and perfect for Sodburys visitors. The walkway 
would supply adequate waiting area and it is already a keep clear space where the gang way is inappropriate for 
cars to pass through therefore deemed useless as a keep clear.  I believe a lot of the business in the high street 
gain a lot of trade through passing cars that are drawn in by the historic market town; I fear that with the changes 
comes an outcome of good and bad when it comes to the volume of traffic; good in the sense of no-one in the high 
street therefore reducing traffic collisions; bad in the sense that the high street as a whole will lose trade resulting in 
an empty high street with closed shops eventually; reducing the income for the council. 
It is not clear to me what the purpose of the raised textured area is - this is not explained in the Statement of 
Reason. 
My disagreement of the proposed options for both the pedestrian safety measures and the 20mph zone stem from 
my observation of other existing systems which manage these issues successfully. Do not ban or limit vehicle 
movements; but make the whole of the area from the Post Office in Horse Street to the Parade and from the new 
pedestrian crossing in the Wickwar Road to the school entrance near Woodmans Road a pedestrianized area with 
paving bricks; or the like; with no kerbs just sunken drains; but very clearly a place for people to be walking. A 
vehicle user will quite clearly feel he is using a pedestrian area and will moderate his driving and speed accordingly. 
I've used roads like this and; especially if you are the only moving vehicle; your driving is very inhibited if you cannot 
see the end of the pedestrian area and the pedestrians are "king". It's then not necessary to have any ramps or 
speed limits as drivers will not feel that the road "belongs" to them and will proceed with caution. This system works 
and works well. People in the "High Street" very often do not use crossings where they are put; but it is people that 
we need in the town for it to be a vibrant community. People also come in cars so you don't want to ban cars or 
make it too difficult for them. They'll only go to the free car parks at Waitrose or the Yate shopping centre. Make the 
whole of the town centre an area where pedestrians are "king" and will not have to fit in around traffic. Turn the 
tables. Be bold. I'm sure it'll work. It does in other areas.   And while you are at it replace the inspection covers with 
composite covers; reference the Motorcycle Action Group "Get a Grip" campaign. It'll save money in the long run 
and improve safety.  Further detail from Gordon Williams; Hounds Close. 
From the drawings I cannot determine what the benefits would be and whether a false sense of security will be 
given to pedestrians that could prove dangerous. 
There are many near misses with cars coming out of Hounds Road that fail to slow down for pedestrians that are 
crossing Hounds Road junction with Broad Street/High Street.  Visibility for both drivers and pedestrians is poor at 
that point. There should be a raised crossing area and Stop sign at the Hounds Road junction with Broad 
Street/High Street and speed bumps in Hounds Road to slow the traffic and alert the drivers that there are 
pedestrians crossing; including children. 
The original request for improvements related to improved crossing and safety on Wickwar Road at its junction with 
High Street and Broad Street. This long standing request has not even been considered as an option.  The 
proposed extension into the carriageway as an access for bus passengers will create a major hazard for those 
pedestrians crossing High Street as following traffic can only overtake a static bus by moving to the right of the keep 



 

 

left signs / pedestrian crossing. Why create a traffic jam and think instead of improving the existing bus stop by 
laying down double yellows at that point. Better the loss of a few car spaces than the loss of a life! 
Both Option 1 and Option 2 include a crossing which impedes the right of way to the Catholic Church premises of St 
Lawrence Presbytery  at 71 Broad Street. Expect a letter from me and from the Diocesan Trustees of the Clifton 
Diocese.  You should expect a vigorous defence of this right of way established as residents as early as 1668 and 
as the Catholic Church since 1839.  We suggest a relocation of this crossing before lengthy battles start in the 
courts. 
The statement 'pedestrian safety' just about sums it up. What about cyclists? The Option 1 Pedestrian crossings 
drawing; in particular the inability to turn right in to/out of Hounds Road is completely anti cyclist. I regularly turn right 
out of Hound Road on a bicycle. Also any raised areas down the middle of the High Street are again anti-cyclist. 
nearly every time I come down the High Street someone tries to reverse out into me. The only saving grace is that 
you can swerve away from them. If you are channelled down the carriageway it'll be carnage. 
Option 2 for pedestrian crossing preferred as it appears to give more options for crossing along the length of the 
high street and also will not restrict local residents entering/exiting hounds road 
Proposed crossing point between Spar / Innovation Hair looks to be very dangerous given the volume of vehicles 
manoeuvring in that area. 
Whether Option A; B or C is implemented; pedestrians will automatically cross between the pavements at the 
junction with Broad Street. A textured crossing would be advisable here. 
I find it difficult to suggest what would make it safer for pedestrians other than making the parking restrictions where 
safety minded people would only park 
Pedestrian crossings needed: 1. Across Wickwar Rd at junction with Broad St. 2. Across High Street at top end near 
Rounceval House Hotel. 3. Across Horse Street Opposite post office 
Q2. While agreeing it is difficult and dangerous to cross the Wickwar Road at High St/Broad St junction; sighting a 
crossing at this point may create more problems than it solves. The present bus stop is situated at the most narrow 
point of the carriageway close to the textured central area. Since most motorists do not wait for bus to discharge 
passengers but invade the central reservation or cross it to pass the bus; raising this area would be hazardous in 
the extreme. The bus stop was formerly sighted a hundred yards or so from the Moda Hotel. This is the widest part 
of the carriageway but cuts into off street parking probably the reason it was moved. The central reservation is still 
being used as additional parking (after 6pm) and Sundays in spite of notice boards. Q3. We have lost the solid white 
line and stop sign from the junction of Hounds Rd and High St allowing pedestrians to cross safely here - the 
textured paving does not do the same job adequately. A 20mph speed limit in Hounds Rd would negate the need for 
a crossing possibly or traffic calming. The residents of the area covered by the proposals are in the main elderly and 
this number shortly to be increased. Safety is a priority and for this reason I strongly support the 20mph speed limit - 
personally it can't come soon enough! However; the big question is how is it to be enforced - the present 30mph is 
ignored. A 20mph speed limited - strictly adhered to would largely negate the need for some of the traffic calming 
measures proposed. Hounds Rd with the primary school should be included in the 20mph speed limit crossing 
Hounds Rd in the High St is very dangerous. Why not 20mph in Hounds Rd as there is a primary school. 
Supervised children should be able to cross safely at this speed also able bodied adults 
I do not think any of these measures will have a significant effect 

Some sort of formal crossing is req'd at the Wickwar Rd/High Street junction. Option 1 & 2 do not provide this 

Leave High Street as it is at the moment. Put a zebra crossing in the Wickwar Rd as close to the High Street as 
possible. Make Hounds Rd one way at bottom end only extend parking restrictions around bend at top of Highfield 
Rd as you have to drive around there blind at the moment 
High St/Broad St/Wickwar Rd crossing needs to be further into the Wickwar Rd. Do away with crossing and hump in 
road further along Wickwar Rd. Narrow end of Hounds Road (High St/Broad St junction needs to be one way traffic 
The plans on shot 7 & 8 show an existing pedestrian crossing at entrance of Wickwar Rd & Hounds Rd. This is not 
true there are no existing crossings. What is needed is a pedestrian crossing on both of these roads. Yes to 20mph. 
On exit from Hounds Rd to Broad St you must encourage drivers to stop for pedestrians. Either a proper crossing 
clearly marked or a white line or different colour parking across road 
Access to the High Street via Hounds Rd is most important to me by car and foot and must be able to turn left or 
right easily (we are cut off/easy access because of 'dual carriageway' to our house 
Q2 - If not raised; people will ignore it think it will work with the Mop Fair. Q3 - Maybe make it one way out of the 
High St. Q5 - Traffic exits Hound Road is dangerous to pedestrians crossing in the High St if car is moving fast. 
Some way of slowing or a one way section out would be useful 
Neither option for the Wickwar Road junction will improve pedestrian safety. What is needed is a zebra crossing. 

Q1 - I still feel the problems with crossing the Wickwar Rd where it joins High St has not been addressed. This 
crossing is especially difficult for people with mobility problems and everyone ends up relying on the goodwill of 
motorists. Pavement along side of Hounds Rd needs to be raised in order to protect pedestrians 



 

 

In other 20mph zones in Bristol I find that pedestrians walk out in front of slow vehicles. This is a danger people also 
do not cross on marked areas 
If you stop the right turn at Hounds Rd into the High St drivers will turn left and turn 360 degrees at the mini 
roundabout at Culverhill Rd; Bowling Hill which is dangerous. Raised textured areas will do little usually look 
unpleasant and overly busy 
Make Hounds Rd one way from High St to Cotswold Rd 

They don't go far enough! There must be a yellow crossed area to stop drivers seeing the pavement/pedestrians as 
non-existent 
Instead of a build out bus stop which will block the road when a bus is there put in double yellow lines for the bus to 
pull in this will prevent drivers getting frustrated and trying to speed past. This build out option was tried in Newport 
(Salop) and was proved to be dangerous and had to be removed at tax payer’s expense. Please don't repeat their 
mistake 
The narrowness of the road and current speed of vehicles on Hounds Road means that these measures are 
necessary 
Anything that slows traffic down in Hounds Rd is good. The junction with Broad St is difficult to negotiate as a 
pedestrian 
Hounds Rd does not seem to be a problem - why create one? 

I see no need for a bus shelter on the Hobbs side of the road. There is already shelter from the shop canopies and it 
isn't a busy bus stop. It would be unsightly and really isn't necessary. I am concerned that the ? outside the 
hairdressers is so close to Wickwar Rd and that stopping right turns from Hounds Rd would increase the speed of 
drivers turning left from Wickwar Rd so might endanger pedestrians. Having had children at the school since 2004 I 
welcome any measures to reduce speed along this stretch of road 
Slowing traffic to 20mph should allow safe crossing for pedestrians at any point without the extra expense of 
textured areas and without losing another 10 parking spaces 
I do not see the need for a raised textured area; the road is narrow enough where it meets the High St; new zig zags 
and double yellow lines will prevent dangerous parking. We definitely need one crossing which is pedestrian 
controlled where cars have to stop for people crossing either zebra or lights. Need at least one island for crossing 
Wickwar Rd where it meets High St 
I consider that which is necessary is a proper crossing e.g. "zebra" and camera. The idiot driver will still only slow 
down hopefully if might get caught 
totally inadequate 

totally inadequate 

I have had no problems crossing the street during the last 45 years (now 78). I have had problems with 
unpredictable manoeuvres of parked cars backing out into the street. Narrowing the street and placing obstacles 
that prohibit avoiding action will not help 
Textured paint on a road may indicate a place to cross a road to a pedestrian but not perhaps to a motorist! A legal 
crossing where a motorist has to give way is marked with broad white blocks and better still with lights!  Make 
Hounds Rd one way out of High St to where the road widens this makes crossing the end of it much safer 
Clearly drawn up based mostly on a desk study. Those who live here want to see a zebra crossing on Wickwar Rd. 
As near as technically possible to High St/Broad St end and not raised ramped. Get rid of current pointless textured 
crossing and the zebra by river Frome. Pedestrians are able to cross Broad St and most of High St using refuges 
existing. Zebra crossings - not the current textured ones should be provided by MODA and by the post office. Both 
of these have existing narrowed street width. The thought of further refuge stage between High St and Wickwar Rd 
borders on stupidity. The proposed bus shelter outside Hobbs with the extended pavement creates another obstacle 
and does not solve a problem. A bus stopping on the eastbound carriageway doesn't make any sense! 
The flow of local residential traffic would be greatly affected if other exits are not improved. One way system for 
traffic flow onto Broad St only 
I am concerned that with all this extra road furniture/traffic calming; and pedestrian crossings the fundamental feel of 
the market town and wide open high street will be lost. It is a key feature of Chipping Sodbury; and one I am proud 
to show visitors when staying with us.  I appreciate that elderly people and families with small children will welcome 
the extra assistance in crossing the road; but I would not like that to be at the expense of the key features of the 
town. 
There needs to be a pedestrian crossing at the junction between Wickwar Rd and High Street as there have been 
accidents there recently with the opening of Waitrose.  As the money has come from the development of Waitrose; I 
think the money should be spent on the area very near it. 
Overall; I think it is a good idea to try to make the junction with the Wickwar Road safer.  My concern is that the 
proposals by limiting some of the turns will simply increase the number of U-turns being made in the street.  This 
would be displacing the risk rather than reducing it.  I think there should be some clearer consideration give to a 



 

 

form of mini-roundabout at the Wickwar Road junction. The highway engineers need also to be aware that people 
parking in say Rounceval Street often use the Culverhill Road junction mini-roundabout to make U-turns; this often 
creates confusion and risk.  The proposals need to avoid increasing the need for people to do this. 
You shouldn't change the High Street to be thinner as this would lead to harder manoeuvers when parking and 
would just increase the number of accidents. I think everything on the High Street should be left as it is; but a 20mph 
speed zone should be introduced along the entire High Street. As far as I'm concerned; the High Street is a very 
safe place for pedestrians as it is. 
There is no need to change anything about the high street or surrounding areas.  It is perfectly safe and fine the way 
it is and shouldn't be changed.  Any changes made will ruin the high street for what it is; which is a beautiful old 
town which residents love and have lived there for many years; including myself. 
There are no issues and Chipping Sodbury is a beautiful town and should be left as it is.  Any changes will change it 
and make it look ugly and ruin the look and feel of how Chipping Sodbury should be. 
I have lived in Chipping Sodbury for the past 30 years and we have never had any pedestrian problems; hardly any 
accidents; that is because the residents and visitors tend to already drive carefully through the high street.  There is 
no need to ruin the look and feel of the high street; which is an historic town and should be respected and left as it 
is. 
Living in Fox Close and being member of Chipping Sodbury Rugby Club; I visit or pass through Chipping Sodbury 
Daily in order to get to work coming home; shopping and usually once a week out for a meal/drink in the high street. 
I have no problem with the current lay out only issue I have is the speed hump on Wick war road which I would like 
to see removed; it is because of this public waste of money and the discomfort and possible long term damage to 
my vehicle I have for the first time taken an interest to the public consultation. Please no more messing around with 
our roads. 
If a 20 mph speed limit is introduced these shouldn't be necessary.  Raised areas just restrict vehicle access for 
large emergency vehicles etc.  Witnessed a large Fire Engine having to manoeuvre in the street the other day.  It 
would have been severely delayed if it hadn't been able to cross the central chipping reservation. Also the crossings 
take away yet more parking spaces on both sides of the High Street 
What is the current accident rate here?  Reducing parking in the high street will have an adverse effect on local 
businesses. Raised central area will prevent cars parking without turning at the war memorial and the Culverhill 
Road roundabout - making traffic worse. Putting the bus stop out in the road will bring traffic to a complete halt 
whenever a bus is stopped. This appears more anti-motorist than pro-pedestrian. 
I like the idea of double yellow lines at the top of Highfield Rd my only concern is that the people who use this as a 
car park will now move to Elm Close.  It has already started. Some house owners are beginning to move their cars 
out into the road to protect their view of this beautiful square. Residents only parking for the whole of the Elms 
Estate please. 
Hi  I recognise that something needs to be done - on balance I think Option 1 is my preferred one - my only concern 
is that it mentions (on the actual diagram rather than in advantages/disadvantages) that the central area will be 
raised.  If someone parks illegally or a car stops near a raised area cars won't be able to get round which could 
cause a blockage (whereas if it is low; it is possible to do so). 
Not a suitable place for pedestrian crossing at junction High St/Broad St & Wickwar Road 

I think it is disgusting how you feel the need to keep digging up roads and making changes.  Chipping Sodbury is a 
historical town which has managed being the way it is for many years and should be left alone and kept looking like 
an historical town.  I have lived there all my life and there has never been an issue with danger to pedestrians; I 
think that is an excuse just to make unnecessary changes.  You have already ruined Chipping Sodbury by putting a 
supermarket there; you should leave it alone.  Also; the idea of making people unable to turn in and out of Hounds 
Road is ridiculous; again; it has been like this for years and should be left alone.  You are definitely going to ruin the 
look and feel of the high street by putting raised speed bumps in the road.  20mph is unrealistic; especially in the 
areas you are proposing.  The majority of residents always drive carefully through the high street anyway.  I would 
agree if there has been numerous accidents; but there hasn't and therefore no need to change this beautiful town; 
which is precious to long standing residents. 
The proposals tend to allow traffic to flow unhindered at peak times ie am and 4pm onwards the traffic from Yate 
and into Wickwar Road is hazardous to pedestrians and controlled pedestrian crossings are required on that st; 
near Clocktower/Wickwar Road area/Broad Street. 
I have always found it is safe to cross the road using the existing central reservations; which are quite adequate. 
Why no leave the bus stops alone. The Clock Tower stop is ideal and the one opposite (outside Hobbs House) is 
just a drop-off point. 
Measures to be taken without loss of parking spaces. Protect cosmetics of High Street and surrounding areas. 

Measures to be taken without loss of parking spaces. Protect cosmetics of High Street and surrounding areas. 

Measures to be taken without loss of parking spaces. Protect cosmetics of High Street and surrounding areas. 



 

 

No parking in centre of road should be enforced; then crossing islands are perfectly adequate now. 

I would like a controlled crossing with audio signals and lights at the junction of High Street/Wickwar Road.  At 
present; it’s an accident waiting to happen. 
I would like to see a proper pedestrian crossing with lights if possible at the Wickwar Road/High Street junction. 

I would rather see a Zebra crossing at the start of Wickwar Road. 

I do not use hounds Lane and; therefore; I am not equipped with enough info to comment.  Of course; Pedestrian 
safety has to be considered. 
I'm ambivalent about the proposed changes to pedestrian crossings - there is a sufficient number of crossing points 
currently in position and if individuals don't want to use those they can use their discretion to cross elsewhere. We 
also need to be careful not to lose any more parking spaces. The biggest single contribution to pedestrian safety in 
Broad/High St is reducing the speed limit to 20 mph. I don't have a view on the Hounds Road proposals as I don't 
normally use the road. 
1. Crossing Wickwar Rd at the junction with Broad St/High St is dangerous for pedestrians and must be addressed. 
2. Create a school footpath from High St through to the Baptist Church land to Hounds Rd so no children need to 
walk up the narrow path in the narrow part of Hounds Rd 

  



 

 

Question 7 Please use this space to make any comments about the 

proposed 20mph zone 

If you have the 20mph speed limit, there's no need for the proposed pedestrian safety measures. 

Reducing the speed limit will not make people stop speeding. You need to enforce the current limit instead of 
making it lower. Making it lower will just mean people are speeding by a greater amount above the speed limit. 
I disagree with all 20mph zones that penalise ALL drivers because of the inconsiderate actions of a small minority.  
More effort needs to be directed to catching and heavily penalising dangerous driving which seems to be prevalent 
nowaday, especially among younger drivers. 
First support to implementation of 20mph to the areas selected.  This market town environment has a high level of 
vehicle/pedestrian interaction and a lower speed limit should make this a safer environment and make driver more 
conscious of the need to be alert.  There are also a very high number of slow speed manoeuvers along the high 
street due to the parking bays and a lower speed limit will make this safer. 
I would prefer more education for all road users (pedestrians; cyclists and motorists) using the current Highway 
Code so that everyone takes responsibility for their own actions.  Reducing the road speed to 20mph will not help 
if pedestrians jay walk or attempt to cross the road without looking left and right or cyclists ignore road safety.  My 
concern is whenever road speed is reduced everyone assumes it is aimed at the car driver which could encourage 
both pedestrians and cyclists to presume they have total right of way which may lead to road usage conflict. 
Car drivers do not respond to the 30mph limit; so without constructing humps in the road; 20mph will not be 
observed either. 
It does not go far enough; it should go right to the roundabout at the end of Horse Street. For drivers at present it 
is the first stretch of straight road after being on the High Street and many drivers take the opportunity to put their 
foot down. I would say 40 mph is the norm; 50 mph very common and 60mph not unknown among the 'boy racers' 
who see it as an opportunity to speed along this stretch of Horse Street. It is a residential area and should be 
20mph as well; particularly as many children cross to school (There is a school flashing light) and/or wait for 
school buses. 
Again; road signage should be kept to a minimum for this. 

Excellent proposal - the increased traffic flow in Chipping Sodbury; particularly since the opening of Waitrose; the 
associated pedestrian activity and the number of school children walking to and from school make this an entirely 
justifiable proposal. The major problem will be enforcement - the motorists who regularly exceed the 30mph limit; 
particularly in the southern section of Horse Street will continue to disregard the lower limit. 
Brilliant idea. 

If this is implemented and properly enforced then the need for many of the above pedestrian proposals should be 
unnecessary.    How 
I agree with almost all the proposals except this lowering of the speed limit. Why is it required; I have lived in 
Sodbury since 1971 and cannot recall many accidents or injuries. We live in the 21st century and should be 
looking at ways of speeding traffic up not making it slower. Most accidents I have seen are through motorists 
stupidity (doing u turns in the street etc) and have nothing to do with speed.   A really good idea would be to 
ensure the existing speed limit of 30 mph is enforced; I have never seen a police mobile speed unit in the high 
street. This would slow down the speed of cars travelling through the high street immediately.   It is totally 
pointless lowering the speed limit if the police cannot be bothered to enforce it. 
Totally unenforceable and a waste of money; plus it will have a debateable affect on safety! 

For safety reasons I can see this is an option.  However; the 20mph zone may discourage people completely from 
passing through Sodbury and seeing all the shops; pubs; cafes and businesses that are present.  Therefore 
passing trade will decrease.  This will also push more motorists on to St Johns Way and safety there will be 
impacted. 
1. Reduce 20mph zone to Hatters Lane bridge and so not include as far as Brookfield Close. 2. Include Gorlands 
Road which is quite a 'rat-run' 
Unnecessary not heard of any accidents recently people don't speed down the High Street - waste of money 

Waste of money 

In my opinion the majority of traffic drives at a sensible and safe speed already, you will always get the rogue 
driver and 20mph signs will have no effect on this type of person. I do not want to see any more line painting or 
traffic signs erected in our historic market town! 
If implemented needs enforcement. Without enforcement no notice will be taken by motorists 

Not a necessity there hasn't been any accidents (major) in 20 yrs - wide street, good vision 

Good idea 



 

 

Why? There is plenty of space on the High Street for drivers to see the road ahead and no accidents have 
occurred as I am aware. This scheme will seriously damage the look of one of the most picturesque and important 
towns in Bristol. Just imagine a photograph of the town after gov have "improved" it! 
I don't really see the problem - can't speed too much on the High Street anyway. People don't exceed 20mph! 

Not needed 

Not necessary. Not an accident black spot. Good roads with clear visibility 

Needs to be monitored/enforced 

NB no impact on parking 

Not needed 

If we had a pedestrian - controlled zebra crossing with lights at the top and middle of the main street, the traffic 
would never get up above 20mph 
Agree most people are careful some whatever speed limit is imposed will ignore it 

Enforcement! 

Can't be enforced and is a waste of money 

20mph needed by school, Hounds Road – un-necessary elsewhere 

I reviewed the list of incidents/accidents and don't believe they are speed related. 20mph for 24 hours/day is not 
needed and will make Chipping Sodbury less attractive. We need 'drive carefully' signs. 
30mph is an adequate speed on the proposed roads and I would not wish to see the speed limit reduced to 20mph 

Can the 20mph speed limit also be included to include Culverhill Road up to the pedestrian and vehicle access to 
Chipping Sodbury Secondary School; due to the increased parking along this road and also the number of children 
using the road on a daily basis. 
Please see Q5 response as they are related. 

20 mph zone is good for High Street; Broad Street; Horse St to the corner; Brook St and the narrow parts of 
Hounds Road and Hatters Lane. Also the rest of Hounds Road should be included for limited periods only at 
school rush hours. All other areas shown are good roads with good pavements and fewer pedestrians and to try 
and keep speeds down to under 20mph will mean a frustrating experience for motorists with very little added 
benefit to pedestrians. For example to take the Wickwar Road 20mph zone up to and beyond the St John's Way 
junction seems ridiculous to me and could be very dangerous if it causes frustrated motorists to overtake 
inappropriately. 
How will the speed limit be enforced?  Traffic calming measures are much more likely to be effective. 

I cannot believe that cul-de-sacs are included in this scheme when a major route between Horse Street and 
Hatters Lane is not included; namely Gorlands Road - the worst maintained road in Chipping Sodbury; has been in 
a second priority position for repair for many years (which system I am advised is no longer used; probably to 
avoid embarrassment for our Town and County Councillors).  How much additional traffic will start to use this road; 
a road without pavements along some of its length yet is used; and crossed; by large numbers of children living on 
its east on their way to school each day.  With the many problems our main streets face regarding parking I 
believe that 20 mph is probably the current speed during business hours and evenings. 
This is the one good idea proposed. 

Perhaps this will save me as a cyclist. But will it be policed? The new 40mph speed limit on Cotswold Road isn't. 

Not convinced that 20mph limit is really needed (except by the school) 

Other than Hounds Road / outside the school its unnecessary 

I cannot think of any reason to oppose the 20mph speed limits in the roads identified 

I strongly support the 20 mile speed limit - which brings us in line with other towns in the country. How is it to be 
enforced? Nobody keeps to the 30 mile speed limit - most people are unaware that it is 30 mile. The usual reaction 
is that it has always been 40mph. So most motorists going through the town do 40mph. Faster after 6pm and early 
morning. The police do not enforce the speed limit because it takes too many man hours to process the paperwork 
involved. If traffic is moving through the town at 20mph it is possible for most able bodied pedestrians to cross the 
road safely; less able bodied need a crossing somewhere 
Some minor roads do not need this mainly Broad Street requires it 

As a resident of 75 Horse St I would request that the 20mph zone is extended beyond The Boot public house and 
the entrance to the pedestrian alley 
Generally traffic move through High St/Broad St at reasonable speed. A lot of money and work to cut speeds. 
Main issue is safe areas to cross roads 



 

 

I agree with all proposed areas but would extend them. Particularly include Culverhill Rd to at least past the school 
as this is a rat run. This would include Elms estate; Lilliput; Leamans etc which are constantly driven along at 
ridiculous speeds 
Hounds Road important - must try to stop heavy goods vehicles travelling down Hounds Rd. Signs at top of 
Hounds Road as you enter from Cotswold Road are different when travelling from East or West. e.g. One shows ? 
the other 2.5 ton add another half way down to say "not suitable for heavy goods vehicles" 
I tend to agree with the proposals to introduce a 20mph zone on the High Street; Rounceval Street and Broad 
street due to the high pedestrian movements and accident record on those streets.   Due to the school I also 
support the introduction of a 20mph zone on Hounds Road.  However; I strongly disagree with the proposal to 
additionally include Wickwar Road; Hatters Lane and Horse Street in the 20mph zone.  These roads have much 
lower pedestrian movements and much better safety records which do not justify the introduction of a 20mph 
restriction.  In fact; the accident plot and reports that have been provided by South Gloucestershire Council clearly 
show that these roads have good safety records; only three accidents are documented in total since 2009 and all 
of these are low speed incidents.  Furthermore; it is my understanding that 20mph zones (as oppose to limits) are 
intended to be self-enforcing; due to the nature of the three aforementioned roads it seems very unlikely that a 
20mph limit would be self-enforcing without extensive traffic calming measures.  Therefore; I strongly disagree 
with the current proposals but if they were modified to exclude Wickwar Road; Hatters Lane and Horse Street from 
the 20mph zone I would tend to agree with the proposals. 
Agree 

Traffic speed in C/Sodbury is already self governing and introducing a 20mph limit which will not be enforced by 
the police will alienate the public and lead to more drivers ignoring speed limits generally. Why go to these 
measures simply to deal with the minority of 'boy racers' who will continue to act irresponsibly. How will 
maintenance of these new restrictions be funded when South Glos council cannot: 1. Maintain existing street 
markings (e.g. Parking bay lines; mini roundabout at Culverhill (Bowling Hill). 2. Maintain highway verges/grass 
areas thus increasing hazards in terms of road safety. To conclude capital funding might be available but the 
maintenance budget (already too stretched) needs to be spent on other priorities not a 20mph limit 
I believe this is the only viable change to make in Sodbury 

A 20mph would be safer for pedestrians but how would this be enforced? Should the limit be extended along 
Horse St to the roundabout? 
I agree with the 20mph zone however could Hounds Rd be made one way only/access only? Also St John's Lane 
has experienced increase in traffic particularly at the entrance to the park/tennis courts and Couzens Close? It can 
be very dangerous crossing here to the scouts hut with young children 
There is not need to continue the 20mph zone on the Wickwar Rd between Barnhill Rd and St John's Way. Speed 
limit would go from 40mph to 30mph to 20mph in the course of about 100 metres 
See Q5 

Difficult to go faster 

Speed limit extend up Culverhill Rd to railway bridge 

The idiots in their fast little cars have no certain about speed limits at all. The new 40 mph limit in Cotswold Road 
is a joke! 
However; once vehicles leave the 20 and turn into St Johns Way its pedal to the metal! The 30mph limit is 
routinely ignored; vehicles overtake anything doing 30mph making access to and from housing hazardous. The 
recent increase in heavy lorries using the road at speeds in excess of 50mph is also a concern. Extending the 
20mph zone wouldn't help - enforcing the 30mph limit is desperately needed 
My only comment is that this should be extended or traffic calming measures of some description used) to cover 
St John's Way. Traffic using this road at speeds well in excess of the 30m limit is a real concern. Cars and lorries 
overtaking make turning right into the residential areas very risky at times? 
1. Zone is too wide e.g. Wickwar Road too far. 2. Should also be 20mph zone in residential areas. 3. St John's 
Way should be raised to 40mph 
I would strongly prefer Hounds Rd to be one way from the High St - Cotswold Way. I live in Cotswold Court and 
traffic speeds down Hounds Road but screeches to a halt outside my windows as I live next to where the road 
narrows to a single lane at the High St end; it is very frightening 
Although traffic does not tend to speed round the High St as it is so busy 

Speed cameras needed as 60% of drivers do not obey current limits. Couzens Close should be 20mph 

20mph zone needs to incorporate Gorlands Rd or will become a "rat run" and Melbourne Drive as cars are driven 
into it as if it is part of the motorway. This is done by business people with frontage on Horse Street who are of an 
intellect who should have more sense and consideration 



 

 

It would be good to advertise alternative routes to Wickwar and motorway to avoid restrictions; early enough to be 
effective 
20mph from the Bowling Hill mini roundabout to The Boot Inn; Wickwar Rd to new crossing Hounds Rd to school 

Cannot agree - no evidence that 30mph limit is a risk to safety excessive speeding beyond any limit is dangerous 

My concern is that through local traffic would be affected by the moving car park of dithers looking for spaces to 
park; better signage to stop unnecessary LGV/HGVs parking through as sat navs do not show the weight limit. 
Clearer road markings to narrow existing lanes 
As long as you police it! I find most people do crawl through; as they are looking for parking spaces; a natural 
traffic calming effect. Also with people crossing at various points down the Main Street; again; people are aware 
and look out and slow down.   Extra signage; as with the road furniture in the comment box above is likely to 
impact on the visual impression of the town. 
There will need to be consideration about how this will be policed. 

I strongly support this idea since driving through the High Street during the day is like driving through an anarchic 
car park. A 20mph zone covering Rounceval Street will make the mini-roundabout safer.  Ideally the 20 mph zone 
would extend west beyond the mini roundabout to slow vehicles that are travelling towards Yate. 
This will cause major disruption and if anything; will not make things better as there is no problems at the moment; 
but will make it much worse and make the high street look terrible.  I think this is needed much more in other areas 
like Yate.  Chipping Sodbury is the last place I would think would need this at the moment with regards to 
priorities.  Stop ruining our towns and villages that are stunning and historic and go elsewhere putting in speed 
bumps and restrictions.  30mph is completely acceptable; any slower you might as well take the cars off the road 
completely. 
There is no need; people have no option but to drive slowly because of other vehicles and pedestrians.  There is 
no history of major accidents; therefore no need to put these proposals in place. 
It is unrealistic and not necessary for this to be put in place.  You can see from statistics that there is no 
requirement for this to be put in place.  People have no choice anyway to drive slowly in this area because of 
traffic and the majority of people are sensible with the speed through the high street and surrounding areas.  I 
think it is outrageous to ruin the look of this historic town with signs and speed bumps.  You should be 
concentrating on other areas that really need it if you are looking for something to do. 
Why 20MPH? I would suggest very few if any body drives at an inappropriate speed through Chipping Sodbury; A 
speed survey carried out at 6AM may show people driving at 30 MPH or more; but does that matter? When there 
are more people around and cars around it all moves at a slower appropriate speed. I note nowhere on any of the 
documents has a single accident been reported; I am also sceptical about how many residents have requested "a 
review". I believe this is a figment of a council’s imagination. Too little to do and too much council tax payers 
money to spend; that's the real problem. 
As long as no sleeping policemen are installed as these cause damage to vehicles.  My key concern is that the 
restrictions will cause visitors to avoid the town and they will not see the facilities that the town has to offer.  It will 
also push more traffic onto roads that bypass the town hence making them more dangerous and busier. 
The area proposed for4 the 20mph is not needed; I am up and down the high street every day all day you are 
stopping very often for cars reversing out of parking spaces pedestrians crossing which is not a problem so you 
rarely get to 20 mph 
When busy; traffic doesn't go much more than 20 anyway; when not busy; 30 is fine. This appears more anti-
motorist than pro-pedestrian. 
20 mph zone should be extended along Culverhill Road and past the entrance to Chipping Sodbury School up to 
the railway bridge to ensure safety of students going to and from the school. 
People naturally drive slower in the High Street anyway because it is busy. A 20mph zone will just annoy people 
and they will be distracted from the road while studying their speedometers. Who on earth has suggested these 
proposals? They are an unnecessary waste of money. How are about drivers and pedestrians pay more attention 
to what's going on around them? So much of don't do this; don't do that; can we not trust in people's common 
sense? 
Perhaps this could be in effect for certain times of the day. eg 7am to 7pm. 

As I mentioned above; it is unnecessary; unrealistic and should be left alone.  30mph is sufficient.  It should be left 
as it is.  Stop ruining beautiful towns which have historical value such as Chipping Sodbury. 
The proposed 20mph limit is required on Hounds Road; Broad St and High Street. Traffic emerging from Horse St 
into Broad Street can be too fast and pedestrians can be seen crossing and jumping back onto the pavement; car 
parking on Broad St is also a danger. 
The proposed 20mph zone extends too far particularly Wickwar Road; Hatters Lane and Horse Street.  The 
proposals are overstating the risks away from the main High Street and Broad Street area. 
20mph speed limit will improve pedestrian safety. 



 

 

20mph limit will improve pedestrian safety. 

20mph limit will improve pedestrian safety. 

This does not include Gorlands Road which runs off Hatters Lane.  Older people and many children live along 
Gordlands Road which already has a problem with lorries using it despite a weight restriction. There is an old 
weight restriction sign at the Hatters Lane end of the road but not at the Horse Street junction. 
I would support this; but feel it needs to be monitored in someway to work effectively. 

It will be effective only if it is policed. We live on the corner in Horse Street (No 38) and cars travel both ways 
around that corner at ridiculous speeds. It is incredible that there are not more accidents; vehicular and pedestrian 
in that area. 
There is a long-term solution to the Hounds Rd safety and school parking ie to create a 'run in' to the school field 
from the top of Hounds Rd exit it by the school's current staff car park and go back up Hounds Rd. Therefore no 
traffic in the lower end of Hounds Rd and close by residential roads from school traffic and safe for children as 
they do not have to cross roads. Need to think long term creatively. 

 

  



 

 

Question 10 Please use this space to make any comments about the 

proposed waiting restrictions and permit parking. Please be specific 

about which proposals you are referring to by naming the road and 

scheme details 

These waiting restrictions should be extended to Bennett's Court, Monday to Friday, 0730hrs to 1700hrs. 

Currently shop keepers park in the street and leave their cars there throughout the day. This is not helping with 
parking especially as there is a free car park that they can use in Wickwar road. Also when it snowed 18 months 
ago, there were a number of cars parked in the street for days with snow on their roof, proving that cars are being 
left in the street, taking up spaces when they could be parked elsewhere and the parking spaces used by shoppers. 
The waiting restrictions in the town centre are long overdue, but they also need to be applied to all of the parking on 
the Pitchings.  There is also a need for shorter term spaces of 20-30 minutes, similar to those near the main Post 
Office in Yate, to allow loading and unloading, eg when taking numerous items to charity shops, loading heavy 
objects, and "one-stop" shopping visits. 
First have bus services that terminate at the stop on Wickwar Road opposite St John the Baptist Church.  This is 
not clearly marked on the plans as a bus stop but is an important location to us as the current 47 and X47 services 
are unable to use the stops on the High Street.  Our buses sometimes need to take layover at this location to ensure 
a punctual service; could we request that as part of the review of TRO's this stop be considered as a bus stand to 
allow us to wait for more than 5 minutes on occasions; we would support a maximum waiting time of 15 minutes to 
prevent long term parking. 
1) We need to get rid of shop-workers filling up parking spaces on Broad Street all day - what on earth can't they 
park in the Waitrose car park and WALK.  2) 2 hours limit on High St? FAR too long. Make it 30 minutes max.  3) 
Being elderly or having a Blue Badge does not mean you can park anywhere - please can there be some 
prosecutions of those that endanger lives/safely?  4) There needs to be double yellow lines all the way along 
Culverhill Road - one-sided parking of any sort effectively makes it a single track road; a particular problem for school 
buses. 
Following the enforced closure of the post office in Old Sodbury; residents of Old Sodbury who are now forced to 
drive to Chipping Sodbury to post non-standard items or conduct other post office business in person need to be 
able to park easily near Chipping Sodbury Post Office for short periods. 
double yellow lines will destroy the character of the town 

Double yellow lines along a small stretch opposite Toll House Clinic in Horse Street in the direction towards the 
shops (as people have started parking there causing problems for vehicles travelling in both directions; particularly 
buses).  Maybe a small area for 10 minute only to be able to collect my pension!! 
Needs a 30 minute waiting time on a couple of areas where you can park to pop into a local shop  Also needs 
parking restrictions on Horse Street from opposite Toll House Clinic to Anita Cut hairdressers 
Residents' parking in the town centre area of Chipping Sodbury is restricted by availability already and introducing 
2-hour waiting limits without parking permits is unacceptable. The permit parking should however be extended to 
the North Side of Horse Street as the introduction elsewhere in Horse Street as proposed will lead to more long-
term (non-residents/businesses) parking the de-restricted parts of Horse Street.  The extension of the double yellow 
lines on the north side of Horse Street is overdue - the narrowness of the road along this stretch means that buses 
travelling eastwards have to wait for oncoming traffic because of parked vehicles on the north side of the road. The 
eastbound section of Horse Street is a traffic black-spot with vehicles regularly parking on the south side footpath 
obstructing not only the traffic flow but also pedestrians. Once again no enforcement action is taken and the 
obstruction is ignored both by police and traffic wardens. 
Waiting restrictions are needed in some form or another to prevent all day parking but having said that the situation 
hasn’t been helped by the reduced number of parking places in the Wickwar Road car park since Waitrose was built.  
Whatever happens please; please; please don't introduce parking meters!! 
Re. Q8 parking restrictions Woodmans Close; This will create parking problems for residents and visitors who will 
have to park further down Woodmans Close. This may hinder vehicle access due to narrower gaps between parked 
vehicles; particularly in relation to large vehicles; e.g. refuse collection. Trade vehicles; e.g. Merlin; use the parking 
space in front of Queengrove House [No.33] when carrying out maintenance work. These large vehicles may also 
create access problems if parked elsewhere in the Close.   Visitors to our home will be very inconvenienced by the 
proposed waiting restrictions. At present we are able to park our car in the narrow driveway of our home; however; 
should we need to change the vehicle; this may not be possible and would; therefore; force us to park our vehicle 
away from our home during the time of the waiting restrictions. 



 

 

The proposed loading only bay on Wickwar Road - Complete waste of space - how much 'loading' is undertaken 
here? - far better being worked into a more useful space; such as Disabled parking or just a widening of the pavement 
to allow easier pedestrian flow from the town car park into the high street 
It seems ridiculous to enforce such stringent parking measures over an extended area such as this when many 
businesses have to rely on the current spaces along the roads for parking; chaos would ensue and would result in 
people flaunting the regulations and businesses leaving the area due to lack of parking facilities and support. 
The parking restrictions do not cater for Chipping Sodbury overall.  By just restricting the proposed areas; the parking 
problem will shift into areas where there are still no restrictions; e.g The Chippings; Wickwar Road Car Park; streets 
off St John's Way etc.  The overall problem needs to be addressed for restricted parking to be successful and 
Sodbury to thrive as a town again.  Using the town as a park and ride facility has to be stopped in all areas; not just 
a few.  Agree totally about Bowling Hill being an accident black spot; but consideration needs to be given as to 
where those people are going to park once restrictions are in place.  It could just move the problem from one place 
to another.  Trade has been affected in Sodbury since half of the town car park was passed over to Waitrose; people 
don't understand that they can use the Waitrose facilities without shopping there; and additional parking facilities for 
workers; shoppers and longer term visitors needs to be addressed.  In my opinion this is only half a job; which could 
cause big issues elsewhere in the town. 
Not thinking about residents and their visitors - would be a highly inconvenient for all. Strongly oppose to any change 

Disagree to all, change is not needed and would damage the look of the town and may discourage visitors. Would 
be detrimental! 
Why not 30 minute parking generally to visit a shop and parking permits for residents - need a larger car park now 
that Waitrose has taken over part of the original. Q8.5 - Existing markings adequate 
What about local trade? 

Think of local trade - Waitrose has no limit 

The lack of adequate car parking space is the issue. Look to make the most of what space is available - use part of 
St John's Mead school playing fields, rarely used in their entirety. Rear of Co-op banks space, similarly Nat West 
Bank and masonic hall. Use of Ridings for car park 
What about retaining local trade? 

Loading bay wouldn't be used in that spot 

Permits mean we will now have to pay to park outside our houses. Businesses will buy the majority and leave no 
space for residents 9-5. There is no problem with parking on the High Street - leave it alone! 
Ridiculous! Where are the residents meant to park and visitors would like to visit the High Street without worrying 
about moving their car every 2 hours - completely unfeasible. Also the amount that would apply for a permit may 
well mean a permit does not equate to a consistent parking space therefore making a permit redundant, there is no 
point in that proposed change 
Who is going to off load in Wickwar Rd for a business or pub in the High Street? Don't seem very practical to me 

Having to pay for parking is unnecessary as parking works well as it is. It will discourage visitors to stay for long 
periods of time. They would most likely park at Waitrose and do all their shopping there 
Parking permits are not necessary and may well deter trade 

More parking required 

Stupidly placed loading bay in Wickwar Road 

More parking required in town 

Outrageous - ignoring residents, would be such a hassle to all involved, resident, business and visitors 

Concerned with the changes to the existing waiting restrictions on Bowling Hill, Culverhill Road and the junctions 
with Highfield Road and Leaman Close. The changes will result in the problems of day time commuter car parking 
spreading to other areas. E.G. Elm close and Chestnut Drive. These roads are already experiencing severe 
difficulties with commuter traffic and parking on a daily basis. E.G. access to house driveways being blocked, 
tradesmen unable to park nearby and visitors finding it difficult to park, plus the potential danger of an accident on 
the narrow junction of Elm Close and Chestnut Drive 
It is very hard to see what is coming when crossing the main street because of all the parked cars. I use a mobility 
scooter, and I find getting across very difficult. It is also very hard to cross at the highest point of the main street 
because the cars are moving so fast and visibility is very poor. A pedestrian controlled crossing at the top of the 
street would cut down speeding at once 
Do not make lack of foresight of change of use bungalows in Woodmans Close, as a way of putting restrictions on 
residents. If parking permits are introduced no change 
Additional parking required, Ridings/St Johns Mead School 



 

 

Money can be used for community projects 

Parking restrictions will just move the problem to other places and/or reduce business. 

Anything which will cause businesses to be adversely affected would be extremely detrimental to Chipping Sodbury 

A major problem is vehicles accessing ' parking spaces' between the police station and Penny Farthings by driving 
along the pavement. Often pedestrians have to move off the pavement to allow cars access. A solution would be 
bollards to prevent access from the pavement. Vehicles parking in Culverhill Road cause problems for the traffic 
between the Bowling Hill roundabout and CS school. 
Sheet 1 of 7 Station road leading to bowling hill.  Plans for double yellow on corners of roads would be a good idea 
to help drivers pull out of side streets.  Plans for double yellows along the straights of station road and bowling hill 
would encourage workers of Jelf and other companies without sufficient parking in that area to park elsewhere. 
Leading them to the high streets pitchings; car park and nearby residential areas such as Culverhill road. (the 
proposed double yellows in Culverhill road would push residents and workers even further back in to residential 
areas (such as Highfield road)  causing a whole knock on effect throughout the town.) The cause of this would be 
detrimental to the high streets residents; visitors and business with more spaces gone unnecessary. Sheet 2 of 7  
Culverhill road and Rouceval street  The proposed double yellows replacing currant keep clear markings on 
Culverhill road is just a way to spend money and give traffic wardens a job. The rest of the proposed double yellows 
on this road would cause problems for employee parking and residents as neither would be able to park here it 
would push further congestion back in to residential areas such as Highfields and leamans cose this would cause a 
knock on effect throughout the residential areas of chipping Sudbury pleasing no-one. The proposed limited waiting 
Monday-Friday 8am to 6pm 2 hours; no return within 2; hours except permit holders on rounceval street. I fear this 
would not work in practicality; I can’t see residents paying to park their car closer to their house when they could just 
park on the pitchings not even a two minute walk away; proving another knock on effect to the town. The 2 hour limit 
only shows one use; it is too far from the heart of the high street for shoppers to even contemplate parking there. 
The only use of these waiting restrictions here is to earn money out of residents and to stop employee parking. I see 
this of no use to anyone but the council’s pocket. Sheet 3 of 7 As I have previously stated residents that live this 
close to the pitching will not pay to park outside their own homes.   As a customer and an employee in the high 
street with a definite feel for the community within Sodbury 2 HOURS IS NOT LONG ENOUGH. Talking to many 
people within the high street 7 days a week the overall feel is that Waitrose 4 hour car park is not long enough 
therefore proving that 2 hours is just not acceptable for Sodbury’s visitors. The average visitor goes to 2 
appointments in the street a week spends at least an hour shopping in the LOCAL shops (that’s if they’re not a chin 
wag) and also go in one of the many great cafes/pubs/restaurants, with this in mind I believe that a 2 hours waiting 
limit is completely unacceptable. A suggestion may be that a 6 hour waiting limit would stop the employees parking 
in valued customer spaces (as the average shift lasts longer than 6 hours) and this would also encourage visitors 
as they don’t feel restricted in the length of their visit. This together showing a steady turnaround of parking within 
the high street. Alongside this I think it would be highly beneficial for the first residents parking permits to be free 
and the second to be paid for. I don’t think paying for permits will catch on with business owner/employees as they 
know they can park on the pitchings. Sheet 4 of 7 Wickwar road proposed limited waiting Monday ?" Friday 8am to 
6pm 2 hours; no return within 2 hours. This particular parking bay is most commonly used for waiting. I often see 
delivery vans from home delivery firms such as Tesco; next; DHL and other such companies. Therefore I don’t think 
this will impact the town directly. However when the car park is full from day trippers (chaffier hire couch tours) this 
space is used within the week for shoppers that can’t park. Imagine that little old lady walking to the high street from 
there doing shopping and walking back with all those bags? Let’s face it would be a struggle for a lot of us and two 
hours just would simply not be enough for this occasion. Sheet 5 of 7 Proposed double yellows along Hatters Lane. 
Some of the placement of double yellows here goes without saying and is virtually impossible to park in some of 
these areas anyway. I don’t believe the single track of the road needs yellows as it would just visually ruin the town; 
be a waste of money and they are completely unnecessary.   Further down the road on the triangle; after talking to 
many residents in this area I have come to the conclusion that it would have a knock on effect through this whole 
end of the town; residents that currently park on the triangle would be forced further back in to residential areas that 
currently lack parking as it is. I have also driven along this road towards the high street many a time and always 
found that the problem starts when you get level with hobbs/ford industrial units. The main problem I have found is 
heavy industrial vans/lorries blocking the road just waiting for no apparent reason I mean fair enough if they were 
actually unloading! I do not see a way you could solve this without a compromise somewhere else. The proposed 2 
hour limited waiting Monday-Friday 8am-6pm 2 hours; no return within 2 hours; except permit holders on horse 
street. This will not work; I can’t see residents parking here and paying; I believe they will park on surrounding 
residential areas causing the towns people more problems. Sheet 6/7 of 7 Proposed single yellow line Monday to 
Friday 8am-9am and 3pm-4pm I think is a good Idea and will disperse the congestion of Hounds Road and 
Woodmans close in the school hours showing definite signs of pedestrian safety. Proposed replacement of existing 
school keep clear markings (no stopping etc). I think this is also a good idea to prevent them being ignored in the 
near future. Proposed double yellows; I think these are a good idea of corners and junctions as it will improve visibly 



 

 

for drivers and pedestrians; although I think there should not be yellows on the straight wide parts of the road where 
access is a necessary for residents and parents. 
2 hours waiting limits on Horse Street would just push more people to park all day further around Horse Street; in 
Melbourne Drive etc where there are no restrictions. I live on Horse Street; around the corner from the proposed 
waiting limits area; and already it is often difficult to find a parking space. 
I am completely against the 2 hour waiting limits on Horse street. I live in the part of Horse Street that is not affected 
by the plan; but very often; due to lack of parking in front of my house; I have to park in the part of the Street that is 
affected by the plan. Where would I park if the plan was implemented?  I am also against the 2 hour waiting limits 
on the High Street as it will discourage people from visiting the town. 
The waiting restrictions on Woodmans Close at school drop off and pick up times should not be used on their own 
as this will only exacerbate problems in other areas such as Hounds Close.  Two hour waiting restrictions are too 
short to encourage visitors to stick around in the "High Street". A minimum 3 hour; no return; should be the case.  
All these restrictions will be of no use whatsoever if they are not policed a lot better than at present. Witness the 
parking on double yellows around the school in Hounds Road; particularly around the entrance to Hounds Close.  If 
loading is only to be done in the designated bay on the Wickwar Road this will be totally unacceptable for the likes 
of delivering half a cow to the butchers; or any extended other deliveries in the main street. 
I have disagreed to the 2 hour waiting period option because my understanding from the map is that this refers only 
to Wickwar Rd by the Burial Ground. However; I strongly agree with a two hour waiting period in the commercial 
heart of the town. I do not agree that all businesses should have permits; only residents. It is a big problem now that 
people who work in the town are parking all day in Broad St and High St stopping potential shoppers from parking 
and jeopardising the viability of businesses that rely on passing trade. If push comes to shove the health of the 
shops in the town centre should be placed above the convenience of residents; to do otherwise threatens the 
existence of Sodbury as a lively independent town with decent shopping facilities for ALL of its residents and visitors 
to enjoy. Shops must be viable or we will have a main street full of only houses. For this reason I support a restricted 
parking period whether or not the residents agree to permits. 
Hatters Lane triangle - currently has bollards on the single lane access from Gorlands Road but both sides of 
Gorlands Road with its junction with Hatters Lane needs a waiting restriction. Traffic from St Johns Way wishing to 
access Gorlands Road; particularly during business hours; find this to be a very dangerous as traffic parked on the 
left restricts access and visibility for drivers and pedestrians. Will the council also consider the verge on the right 
between the river and Gorlands Road. This needs bollards before this pleasant area becomes an alternative parking 
area for those unable to park on Gorlands Road  Finally I can see no need for a loading bay in Wickwar Road; far 
more sensible would be the creation of one outside the Portcullis Hotel; as requested at SSSG meetings by residents 
of Melbourne Drive; 80% of whom are retired and do not wish to experience the repeat of all hours and seven day 
deliveries that has ceased since the hotel closed but which now threatens our lives again. 
Why tinker with a system that works perfectly well? Give the money to the schools if you really need to improve the 
neighbourhood. 
Plan 1. The proposed no waiting should be extended to be outside Riverside Court. Again this area is dangerous as 
a cyclist as people park and car doors open. 
Concerned that the double yellow lines in hounds road will cause more people to try to park in Woodmans Road for 
school drop off etc. It is extremely dangerous turning right into woodman's road at that time as no visibility and 
people park right at the corner. I think it will also cause people to park further down towards BurgageClose and 
Woodman's Vale; rather than to park in the high street or the car park.  I'd also be interested in what the school are 
doing to discourage parking as the majority of children must be in walking distance! (walking buses etc)? Very much 
in favour of the waiting limits as if you want to pop for a pint of milk on your way back from somewhere in the car it 
is almost impossible due to cars being parked there all day when they could use the free car park by the church. 
Double Yellow lines should be extended along Bowling Hill to encompass the area that is currently parking spaces 
outside the Merlin housing office.  This would increase visibility along the length of the road and eliminate the need 
for vehicles to cross into the other carriageway to pass parked cars. 
The parking problem in Broad & High Streets is aggravated by the fact that the majority of spaces are occupied by 
businesses - and South Glos. Council staff all day long. The business people want to park next to their place of work 
instead of a five minute walk to the car park and Council Staff working at Badminton Road; Yate have been seen to 
use the street as free parking and catch the bus to their offices. Therefore the majority of people who will be against 
this scheme will probably be business folk. I actually heard one such at the display in the Town Hall ask "Where will 
we park?" oblivious to the fact that the main cark park has plenty of spaces early in the day when they arrive and; 
with easier street parking; potential customers will no longer go to Yate. Research estimates that a local economy 
loses around £20;000 a year for each car hogging a free High Street parking place for eight hours. The internet is 
full of reports from all over the country of businesses in towns large and small complaining of free parking spaces 
being taken by all-day parking; thereby losing local customers. One other point. There is no provision for cycle racks 
in this scheme. A number of people use bicycles to shop and; at the weekend. the town is often visited by groups of 



 

 

cyclists who lean their bikes against shop windows and across the pavements. There is an area outside 
Spar/Sodbury Florists at the corner of Hounds Road that is central and might be suitable. 
These thoughts should only be carried out if comments in Q10 are carried out to the full! First of all before any 
interference with the existing parking places and reducing the number of spaces more parking must be provided as 
there are insufficient parking places at present. It is my opinion that when Waitrose was granted planning permission 
South Glos Council and Chipping Sodbury Council should made absolutely sure that sufficient parking was provided 
as was stated in the public consultation at that time; and the terms of the planning permission should have ensured 
this was carried out. it was not enforced as many times a week especially Saturdays and most mornings car parks 
are full and people can be seen driving around the close area to Chipping Sodbury High Street trying to park. This 
does not encourage people to Chipping Sodbury unless more car parking can be introduced in the close area I do 
not think any changes to parking in the area should be carried out even for residents parking - ideally Waitrose 
should provide more parking - say another deck for cars or parking on land in the quarry area before the houses 
planned are given planning permission. If the parking restrictions are carried out it is my opinion that people will start 
parking in roads a little farther away from the main High Street area such as Gorlands Road; St John's Way; Bowling 
Road and adjacent roads. This would be parking for people who work in the Yate & Chipping Sodbury areas - 
possibly further afield. Apologies for the length of my comments but I believe that every effort should be made to 
encourage people into the area which I thought was the councils ideas but unless something is carried out to enable 
people to park easily why should they persevere to use the area and perhaps go to Thornbury; Yate; Emersons 
Green or Cribbs Causeway. It is my opinion that between 30% to 50% more long time parking places required so 
that people can shop; window shop and use restaurants as long as they wish and enjoy Chipping Sodbury 
The Council will have to look again at 2 hour parking proposed for Rounceval St. This is an area of off street parking; 
marked by 5 rows of small cobbles clearly defining the area i.e. it is not the highway. As a resident of Rounceval St 
for nearly 40 years I can remember a time when no cars parked on the highway and all residents used the off street 
parking designated for our use 
Waiting limits without a parking permit would be unreasonable to residents esp older residents; young families and 
home workers. The permit zone should be extended to beyond Boot public house to avoid displacement of commuter 
traffic to already congested areas on Horse St. I do agree with parking permit scheme but not for businesses as the 
commuter parking is already having an impact on residents and deters short stay shoppers from retail businesses 
As an Elms Estate resident; my concern relates to employees of Merlin & Jelf who currently park on Bowling Hill; 
Highfield & Culverhill Rd. The yellow lines will push commuters to park on The Elms! 
At top of Highfield Rd extend restriction completely around the bend 

Highfield Rd restriction need to be extended further down this road to cover blind bend! 

Re parking on Culverhill Rd. Cars parked on this road throughout the day (Mon-Fri) are a danger to both other road 
users and pedestrians. Commercial lorries use this route out of town and oncoming traffic has no room to pass in 
safety 
Proposed no parking restrictions at top of Highfield Rd should be extended past the blind bend currently necessary 
to drive on right hand side whilst descending hill 
Since losing spaces on Wickwar Rd park the situation is getting worse. We need restrictions to stop all-day parking 
and badly need a new long-term parking area of considerable capacity 
The most important actions are to do with pedestrian crossing points in High St; Broad St; Wickwar Rd; Hounds Rd 
and Horse St for me the rest is less important 
I am generally neutral to the proposed waiting restrictions described above.  However; if under 70% of households 
support the proposals I would strongly disagree with introducing any restrictions.  Furthermore; local businesses 
should be extensively involved in the consultation process and if these proposals are reasonably likely to cause a 
significant disruption to local businesses I would be strongly against them.   I would also consider it unacceptable to 
introduce any parking restrictions without providing permits to residents and businesses. 
We have concerns about parking on Horse St and if no p. permits but 2 hr restriction where the residents would 
park. Think they would park on both sides of Horse St further up causing congestion and danger. How much would 
the permits be and no. per household? 
The proposal for yellow lines on Hatters Lane is outrageous. A resident permit would be of no use to me - I do not 
have a car. But friends and relatives come to visit me; to stay with me or to collect me and drop me off from 
appointments; shopping etc. the current parking arrangements cause no apparent problems and should be left as 
they are. 
As householders own areas of the pitchings in Sodbury it would be impossible to put restrictions on some parts of 
the pitchings; whereas nothing could be put onto pitchings owned by householders without their permission. The 
new proposals remove parking spaces which are available now 
I do not agree with any parking permit regulations 



 

 

If more spaces are going to become 2 hrs limit there needs to be extra spaces for people who work in the town. 
Often the Wickwar Rd car park is full already 
There is no need for double yellows in Bennetts Court apart from on dangerous corners. Evening and weekends 
when local offices are closed there is no problem. Suggest review planning re parking numbers at offices/new 
developments 
Strongly agree with 2 hr waiting limit outside the cemetery on Wickwar Rd. Cars currently park all day when car park 
is full 
Q8 - Yellow lines shift the problem not solve it. If you extend 'no parking' along Culverhill Rd to Highfield Rd those 
who park there (employees of Jelf & Merlin) will go further into our residential area. I live in Chestnut Drive and 
already have to reserve a place outside my house if I'm having a visitor or tradesman during the day. The source of 
that problem is Jelf & Merlin look there 
More rigid enforcement of parking. Something needs to be done about the Wickwar Rd/High St junction. In view of 
the extra traffic coming out of the Waitrose car park/public car park there have been occasions when the queue of 
traffic trying to get onto the High St has stretched back past the roundabout into Waitrose car park 
Parking is difficult but not a major problem. Safety is the main reason I came. The young drivers on our roads round 
here and Yate are simply stupid. They know they can get away with doing whatever they like. No right turn out of 
Heron Way? Ignore think; pretend you’re a bus. Nobody is there to catch you and will do nothing if they do. Time for 
this to be brought to a halt and policed 
In High Street and Broad Street at the moment the issue is often more about double/triple parking which obstructs 
both the highway and makes crossing at the designated points difficult (and if pushing a pushchair impossible). How 
are you going to ensure proper observance of the highway code etc. to prevent dangerous/inconsiderate parking. 
Could some consideration be given to cycle parking reducing the numbers of bikes parked against buildings and 
downpipes? 
Crossing the road in High St and Broad St while using the pedestrian refuges is made very difficult as vehicles 
double and triple park on the chippings. Cars also park and make it impossible to cross from the pavement if you 
have a double buggy (or sometimes a single buggy). Crossing the road now would be made easier if vehicles parked 
legally - what difference will these proposals make if traffic offenses are allowed to happen? 
"New" Wickwar Road car park is too small - needs extending already! Parking problem on Bowling Hill is created by 
council 
Until the parking on the south side of Broad St/High St can be controlled changing the restrictions on the south side 
will only transfer the problem to the south side 
We need to remember people need to park and keep the High St thriving if we restrict parking too much trade will 
suffer 
I don't live in the areas affected but it seems a bit unfair if they are the only people in the area who would have to 
pay for parking - residence parking permits are a good idea though! In addition to the 2 hour limit we should have 
this for all areas in the town centre and 4 hour for the car park to stop it being used as a "park and ride" 
In closing down existing parking in station road and bowling hill you will move this traffic into the elms estate It is not 
surprising once south glos council moved offices from bowling hill they now want to close off on street parking 
outside the cow mills. Why can’t we have a 2hr waiting on all roads in the elms estate to prevent all day parking from 
Jelf employees or otherwise be consulted about permit parking. How can you even consider turning residential roads 
into all day parking areas for commuters 
In closing down existing parking in station road and bowling hill you will move this traffic into the elms estate It is not 
surprising once south glos council moved offices from bowling hill they now want to close off on street parking 
outside the cow mills. Why can’t we have a 2hr waiting on all roads in the elms estate to prevent all day parking from 
Jelf employees or otherwise be consulted about permit parking. How can you even consider turning residential roads 
into all day parking areas for commuters 
There have been problems with all day parking in Glen Close where the drivers cannot be contacted. This has 
obstructed the telephone company working on my house and obstructed both doctors using their cars to house calls. 
Such parking must be a hazard to the Fire Service in the event of a house fire. The map shows 3 ? in Elm Close 
that must be significant given that it is a small cul-de-sac. These problems have been solved in Cedric Rd in both 
that has similar driveway parking using resident parking only restrictions. I am very disappointed that the chief 
planning officer doesn't care about our problems that will be worse now he has further restricted parking to suit 
commercial interests. Can you please extend the parking restrictions on bends such as the top of Highfield Rd far 
enough so that you can see the road ahead before crossing to the wrong side of the road 
With the proposed marked crossings you lose at least 12 parking places and the bus stop at least two. All Sodbury 
needs is a 20mph limit by the Moda Hotel and a light controlled crossing by the post office which would be legal if a 
20mph limit is in force. Make the centre refuges safer; don't have buses stopping the flow of traffic because cars will 
attempt to pull out round them into oncoming traffic maybe light control Wickwar Rd exit and crossing. At present 
this junction is unmarked and dangerous. As someone who "visits" Sodbury daily I am perhaps more aware of the 



 

 

streets problems than a resident who can walk everywhere. Make Hatters Lane one way out of town to tudor house; 
this would make the area by the war memorial safer 
The problem of parking is not residents but commercial/financial businesses unable to control car use/parking of 
their employees; Jelf/Merlin in particular. Introduction of the above restrictions will drive employees of the above 
businesses into surrounding residential roads and closes 
Q8.1 - Have you a supply of yellow paint to use up? Q8.4 - If I knew how it would work it would help. Q8.6 - Stupid 
idea what delivery driver will park by the church and transport good to the street?  Q9 - Re ask me when you have 
the land ownership sorted out. Note I am 74 years old so you have only 10-15 years to sort this and I bet you won't 
have sorted by then!  Q10 - The whole scheme of not waiting and further restrictions overlooks the primary problem 
that too few parking spaces are available. Back to the drawing board please! 
Since South Glos council moved into premises @ the bottom of Bowling Hill they started the parking problem we 
now experience. Merlin Housing Assoc took over the premises from SGC this did not resolved the shortage of 
parking for their employees this has now been increased when Jelf Insurance took over the premises next door to 
Merlin HA. My concern is that the parking permit scheme will encourage parking to occupied residential areas further 
away which will cause more problems to areas not affected @ present time. Therefore Merlin & Jelf should sort out 
their parking problem and not pass it on to others. 
It would be a real shame if the changes to the parking in the town impact on the vibrant market town of Chipping 
Sodbury. With all the out of town stores in the close vicinity it is vital to make the town accessible to people to ensure 
the independent traders are supported.   Having lived in a restricted parking town myself for a number of years; I 
can appreciate as a resident in the centre that it is frustrating; however; I am concerned of any negative knock on 
effect to the traders. They after all are the heart and soul of Chipping Sodbury. 
The land in front of some of the homes affected by the proposals is owned by the householders. It would be 
impossible to ask them to buy a permit to have the opportunity to park on (or at least try to park on) their own land.  
Even if it was not their land directly affected; the parking in the pitchings which would be less affected by changes; 
would become more desirable to all to park on as there would be few limits.  Why take away the few parking places 
available by changes to the pedestrian crossing points.  We should be finding ways to help pedestrians cross without 
affecting parking places. 
In general; the parking restrictions seem sensible and I particularly endorse the Culverhill Road restrictions; which 
should increase safety.  My reservation is that the effect of the parking restrictions and the traffic calming will be to 
displace a lot of parking into surrounding residential streets.  This is already happening in the Elms.    Judging by 
when the parking started to be displaced and seeing the behaviour day to day; I think the primary cause of parking 
in the Elms is the parking for people working at Jelfs in Bowling Hill Road.  They are also the main group of people 
parking in Bowling Hill and Station Road    It is not clear that the proposals have taken the loss of amenity caused 
by the displaced parking into consideration; nor do the proposals address the root cause of the excess parking in 
the High Street and side streets.  For instance; should Jelfs pay to create some more parking space near Quarry 
Road or behind Waitrose? This would be not much further afield than their employees are parking now.  Without 
extra parking; all that will happen is that the junctions further along Culverhill Road and Highfield Road will become 
more dangerous and residential streets like the Elms and Bennett's Court will become more clogged.    I think is 
important that the displacement effects are made explicit and are addressed. 
If people (general public) weren't allowed to park in the high street for at least up to 2 hours; many local businesses 
would lose a lot of their customers as people find it easier to just park at a supermarket. This would then ruin the 
'market' style of the high street and its traditional way of doing things. I think a 2 hour parking limit should be 
implemented and nothing else. Also; I think more parking should be introduced around the Primary School. 
This would again cause complete chaos and not necessary. 

It would chaos to residents and visitors if this was put in place.  There is plenty of parking available on the high street 
and nearby and there isn't a problem. 
Chipping Sodbury has been a busy town for many years with residents and there hasn't been any major disruption 
or problems.  I think waiting limits would only cause problems; not solve them. 
My belief is this; if we are referring to the public highway; anyone who is driving a taxed car has a right to use it. and 
have free passage along it. Any restrictions applied; are applied to all road users; residents and visitors; if you own 
a car and want to rent or purchase a property; you should not have the superior right to demand a on street parking 
space for it; You do what my husband & I have done; you purchase a house with its own parking provision for your 
car. 
I believe that parking in the parking bay outside of the cemetery should be restricted during the day only to those 
having bona fide business in the cemetery itself (grave visitors and tenders; funeral parties; cemetery refuse 
collectors; etc); and signposted appropriately and clearly. (For example; in the past it has been used; by means of 
a parked vehicle; as a mobile advertising site for a local domestic fuel dealer; as well as an overspill car park for the 
town or the rugby ground during special events). 



 

 

Restrictions on bowling hill culverhill rd would put extra pressure for jelf/merlin employees to park in the elms estate. 
Passing the problems onto the elms residents should not be the answer. 
Introducing restricted parking is going to have a detrimental effect on the town unless the chippings are also taken 
into account.  All those currently parking in proposed restricted areas are not automatically going to go away; they 
will seek parking elsewhere. This will cause the town car park to be compromised even earlier in the morning and 
throughout the day. There is very little space in there on weekdays as it is.  Residential roads will also be 
compromised as workers and visitors have nowhere else to go. The town has already suffered as a result of half of 
the town car park being given away. More long term parking needs to be provided within easy reach of the town 
before any restrictions can be put in place. 
The part of culverhill road attracting double yellows - no-one parked there until the double yellows were applied 
adjacent to the roundabout. 
Everybody uses cars these days and we have to park somewhere. If people can't park easily then they won't bother 
to come and shop at Chipping Sodbury. It really is that simple. I live at Woodman's Close. My son parks on the road. 
There isn't enough room on the driveway for 2 cars so I definitely don't want a yellow line outside my house thanks. 
We wish to comment on proposed road restrictions in Culverhill Road (sheet 2). We are very concerned that the 
introduction of double yellow lines in as proposed will result in drivers parking further along the road to the south in 
the non-restricted areas. This will restrict visibility for those exiting their drives in Culverhill and also Leaman Close; 
especially towards the underpass. Visibility is already poor for those of us exiting our drives on Culverhill Rd; 
Downleaze Drive and Love Lane; where traffic coming from the underpass regularly exceeds the speed limit.  There 
have been several near misses.   We would propose extending double yellow lines both sides of Culverhill Road up 
to the underpass. 
I have marked don't know as they don't affect me. 

I do not consider Chipping Sodbury as having a parking problem. 

People shouldn't have to pay to park outside their own house; which is what you will be asking for next. 

I don't want to see the High Street/Broad Street disfigured with crossings.  There is already one in Wickwar Road. 

The proposed parking restrictions will be counter-productive for road and pedestrian safety. It will drive visitors away 
from Sodbury and will push more and more business parking into smaller residential closes and roads - this already 
happens to an extent and has caused issues with emergency vehicle access and drivers parking on kerbs in small 
side roads. The removal of parking along Bowling Hill and Culverhill Road will encourage faster speeds; not an 
increase in safety. Permits will only serve to cause greater problems for residents who rely on on-street parking. 
These waiting restriction proposals will be a disaster for both residents and tourism to the town. The policing of the 
proposals will be impossible along with the increase in badly parked vehicles in residential areas hindering traffic 
flow. 
I would agree to proposed two hour waiting limit with parking permits for residents and businesses if limits extended 
up to the Boot public house (they have car park).  I live in Horse Street which would be over-run with cars parked.  
You would be causing a major problem here due to less parking spaces available and encouraging them with no 
parking two hour wait limits. 
I would agree to proposed two hour waiting limit with parking permits for residents and businesses if limits extended 
up to the Boot public house (they have car park). Horse Street would be over-run with cars parked; you would be 
causing a major problem here due to less parking spaces available and encouraging them with no parking two hour 
wait limits. 
I would agree to proposed two hour waiting limit with parking permits for residents and businesses if limits extended 
up to the Boot Public House (they have car park). I live in Horse Street which would be over-run with cars parked; 
you would be causing a major problem here due to less parking spaces available and encouraging them with no 
parking two hour wait limits. 
Q8 The proposed no waiting at any time restrictions (double yellow lines). Related to the Bowling Hill/Station 
Road.(Responses from Bennetts Court 86 occupied residencies. Strongly agree. See attached document ref. 
BNH/RMcD/2/6/14 dated 10 June issued on behalf of the Bennett's Court Residents Group along with the signed 
petition sheets. 
Gorlands Road/Hatters Lane.  This corner is extremely dangerous as cars park along to Batten Court.  I am blind 
and cannot tell where cars are coming from as they are often on the wrong side of the road; because of parked 
traffic. 
Hatters Lane/Gorlands Road - waiting restrictions should be in place from the entrance to Batten Court down to and 
round the corner into Hatters Lane; making it safer for pedestrians to cross; and obviating the need for cars entering 
Gorlands Road to pull out into the oncoming traffic. 
The parking in Gorlands Road from Batten Court to Hatter Lane is very dangerous; the cars block the view of 
oncoming traffic and pedestrians. 



 

 

The parking restrictions on Horse Street - even side - needs to be extended to c.no. 50 as parking there restricts 
visitors for pedestrians and drivers coming towards Chipping Sodbury. 
Broad Street/Horse Street/The Parade etc. - Where there are homes; I feel that there should be permit parking or 
such facility.  Otherwise; it could be a situation of where one robs Peter to pay Paul; ie. they have to park in another 
road; which could then have a knock on effect.  Outside Cemetry; Wickwar Rd - Although I agree that it should be 
limited parking; I am concerned that those visiting their loved ones; many of whom are elderly will experience 
difficulty parking.  My family are regular visitors here and it is very difficult on occasions; especially when you have 
gardening equip to tidy the graves.  Hatters Lane - Feel that resident parking is extremely limited; especially with 
proposed double yellow lines on the widest part of the Lane. Would like consideration to be given to allowing permit 
parking in Hatters Lane for residents. 
Houses on both sides of Rounceval street should have access to any permit scheme. If the proposed scheme on 
Rounceval street goes ahead; residents on the south side of the road will be severely impacted by long stay parkers 
(those working on for Merlin and Jelf) on this side of the road; and will be unable to park on the north side of the 
road without a permit. 
We live at No 38 Horse Street which is outside the waiting restrictions / permit parking area. However; it is unclear 
whether we would be issued with parking permits to enable us to park in a parking permit area of Horse St; e.g. for 
visitors and having more cars in the household than there is parking space at the house. 
Hounds close should have the same resricted waiting as proposed for Woodmans Close ie no parking between 8-9 
and 3-4pm, Mon-Fri. Hounds Close already has a nightmare parking situation at these times with parents of St Johns 
Mead pupils parking across pavements, blocking driveways etc. Frequently it would be impossible for emergency 
vehicles to drive up the close and refuse lorries too. No parking in woodmans Close would quite possibility make 
the current situation worse as people shift their parking. This may be more expensive initially but is a shared solution 
to a longterm serious problem. 
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Summary of Representations Made Directly to CH2M Hill 

 



 

 

470310.AK.00.02 Chipping Sodbury Pedestrian Safety Study 

Summary of Representation Made Directly to CH2M Hill 

 

Summary 

• Objects to 20mph speed limit principally because of the evidence provided does not merit intervention 

• Supports 20mph speed limit 

• No need for wider median 

• Waiting restrictions around junction with Bennetts Court should be more aggressive 
• Should be waiting restrictions in Bennetts Court 8am to 5pm Monday to Friday 

• Proposed double yellow lines for Bennetts Court should be extended in both directions by 1 car length 

• Concerned at speed of traffic on Hounds Road, please address this issue as a priority 

• Very much in favour of improvements, particularly proposed speed limit changes 
• Concerned over parking in Hatters Lane.  Currently parks on Pitchings due to CCTV as car has been vandalised in Hatters Lane. Confirm what consideration given to 

parking for residents of Hatters Lane 

• Concerned at traffic on High Street 

• Hounds Road should be slowed down 

• Should have crossing of High Street 
• Hatters Lane should be one-way 

• Supports bus build out on High Street as currently bus drivers have to wait in middle of road 

• Additional restrictions in vicinity of Bowling Hill very welcome 

• Removal of parking either side of entrance to Bennetts Court would make it safer to enter and exit 

• Concerned at parking on High Street and encourages his staff not to park there 

• Concerned that if north side restricted to 2 hours without restricting south side every man and his dog will park on south side 

• Will residents on south side be eligible for resident permit to use north side 

• Town needs long-term parking 
• Problem with High Street is that offers works jostle each morning to secure all day space 

• Why not relocate main football pitch at The Ridings and utilise space there 

• All for 20mph speed limit but needs to be enforced.  Currently 30mph speed limit never enforced and have seen cars/bikes passing his house at 60-70mph 

• Waiting restrictions most important and significant element 
• 2 hour limited waiting adjacent to The Hamptons step in right direction but not helpful if you just want to pop in to a shop 

• Using car park next to Church is inconvenient 

• Not convinced that 20mph speed limit is good idea as 30mph speed limit seems reasonable – provided that it is enforced 

• Business owner on Bowling Hill employing 12 people most of whom live in Yate and work in Chipping Sodbury.  With the restrictions to parking now and these 
proposals, what are the alternatives?  E.g. there is no safe cycle route from Yate to Chipping Sodbury and only 5 car parking spaces at his site 

• In total agreement with most of actions proposed, however, think that 20mph limit on Wickwar Road would be fine up to pedestrian crossing and 30mph past this 

• With regard to 20mph suggested road, no mention of extremely dangerous Badminton Road from big roundabout past Chipping Sodbury caravans etc 

• 3 deaths on this road no sign of central bollards, speed bumps or cameras, unaware of any deaths in Sodbury High Street/Horse Street 



 

 

Summary 

• Vehicles travelling along Badminton Road constantly exceed 60mph, residents of Station Close take lives in hand when trying to pull out due to speed of vehicles and 
lunatics overtaking 

• Are you going to do anything about this, there are plenty of school children who walk and cross this road 

• Read letter regarding speed limit why don’t you just ban cars all together.  See this as a way of the Council to hand out more fines to pay for new offices and keep 
people like you in highly paid job 

• Spend this money collecting garden refuse instead of making people pay 
• Just read letter again and you state that funding was due to planning permission that you passed for Waitrose new store. Great. Are these proposals to help Waitrose 

of the community 

• Keeping Sodbury Safe Action Group look forward to public exhibition and will submit response in due course 

• Are you really going to display plans which currently appear on South Glos website? Do not show either Waitrose supermarket, McCarthy Stone development or 
Drovers way. Given that funding for the study is derived from this development, you will be wise to prepare for the consequences 

• First glance really disappointed 

• No plans to address Wickwar Road/High Street/Broad Street junction 

• Nothing to address junction of Hounds Road and Broad Street 

• No direct benefit from proposed 20mph speed limit 
• Proposals for safe crossings in High Street and Broad Street welcome and long overdue 

• Reconsider 20mph speed limit as do not see a problem and do not want more hideous signs in what is quaint market town 

• Not aware of any person being knocked down unless you can tell me differently 

• Sodbury does not need any form of traffic calming as I assume you mean humps which not only look horrible but do damage to cars 
• Please can you give me statistics and the reasons why you are looking at introducing any time of scheme 

• Level of pedestrian crossing facilities in general inadequate 
• Should be at least one controlled crossing e.g. signals or zebra 

• On whole very good idea 
• Would support the introduction of residents parking scheme in Hatters Lane 

• Worried that displaced parking will occur in Leamans Close and Elms Close as a result of proposed waiting restrictions on Bowling Hill, Culverhill Road, Highfield Road 
and Leamans Close 

• Rest of proposals are lovely 

• Do not understand why no double yellow lines proposed on Bowling Hill north-west of entrance to Jelf 
• Does not understand why no double yellow lines proposed on Station Road north-west of junction with Bennetts Court 

• Double yellow lines proposed for Bennetts Court are welcome but requests that they are increased in both directions by one car length 

• Requests that parking in Bennetts Court is controlled to prevent long term parking by non-residents 

• Car park in lay-by outside of house and on double yellow lines limiting access 
• Employees from Jelf and Merlin Housing have no regard when parking and use private driveways for reversing purposes 

• Members of Bennetts Court residents association and support suggestions made by them 

• Would support controlled crossing from Brook Street to Horseshoe Lane 

• Would support junction protection in form of double yellow lines at Brook Street junction 



 

 

Summary 

• Concerned that changes will affect ability to park in the already crowded street 
• Wasting council time, money and effort on this pointless exercise 

• Seeking clarification at to the proposals for The Pitchings as a number of neighbours came away from the public exhibition with conflicting stories 

• Disappointed that information provided by Sodbury Parish Council appears not to have been included in options 

• Lack of opportunities for short term parking on High Street 
• Require additional blue badge holder spaces 

• Horse Street very dangerous when people park on both sides especially near the bend 

• Surprised emphasis is on speed 

• Would support the introduction of a pedestrian crossing towards the top end of High Street where road narrows outside Moda hotel 

• Reduction in parking places due to proposed pedestrian crossings 

• Reduction in parking places due to additional double yellow lines 

• Reduction in long term parking places/waiting restrictions 

• Agrees with 20mph 
• Supports option that prohibits movements across High Street 

• Would like to see proposed double yellow lines on Bowling Hill extended for full length 

• Agrees with remainder of waiting restrictions 

• Unfair to comment on permit parking as not affected 

• Failed to make any mention of problems encountered every day on Quarry Road 

• Totally neglected at bridge end 

• Bushes overgrown, double yellow lines covered by dust and drains blocked 

• Would like to see tactile paving on the adopted footway behind The Pitchings to guide her to the crossing points 

• Could not attend public exhibition or send representative, could someone please talk her through plans  

• Did not receive letter advertising public consultation or public exhibition, neither did his Mother 

• Spoken to number of business owners on Broad Street who also receive no notification 

• Public exhibition not well advertised 
• Six hours not sufficient time 

• 214 people not sufficient sample 

• Before collecting names of those who are opposed wants assurances that these will be effectively used and not swept under carpet 

• Obvious benefit to Waitrose 
• People who cannot park in High Street will go to Waitrose, this can only be benefit to Waitrose at the cost of the rest of the street 

• Commuted sum is shady 

• Wishes to escalate these matters 

• Disappointed to proposals for Wickwar Road 
• Consultation plans out of date 

• Reduction in spaces for those without permit 

• High Street used by workers at Jelf and Merlin all day 
• High Street will come to standstill under both options 

• Changes not in keeping with Chipping Sodbury character 



 

 

Summary 

• Baffled as intended scheme being so comprehensive that nobody wants it 
• Double yellow lines not required and only inconvenience many residents 

• Ironic if monies provided by Waitrose for benefit of community contributed to making life more difficult 

• Seeks safer crossing of Wickwar Road 
• Indignation at loss of parking spaces exacerbated due to loss of 70 long term spaces during Waitrose construction 

• Asks that remit expanded to locate and provide additional long term parking 

• Wants to know exactly what to do to stop these changes from going ahead 

• Keen to stop this process all together 
• Do I need to make formal appeal to halt it or pursue some kind of legal injunction 

• Concerned that there appears to be some sort of deadline of 27 June which seems far too short a consultation period for such an aggressive change 

• What exact process do I need to follow to put a halt to this 

• Please provide name and contact details for conservation/heritage officer involved as keen to lodge complaint about how this will impact on historical nature of street 

• Worried over loss of parking and manoeuvring spaces as a result of additional islands 

• Wide enough central median already 
• Not in favour of pedestrian route across Pitchings 

• Not in favour of bus shelter if it reduces parking spaces 
• Would support VAS on Hounds Road so that 20mph only applies to school in and out times, rest of day to remain 30mph 

• Would support mini-roundabout in centre of High Street 

• Generally in favour of 20mph speed limit but would prefer if narrowed down to hot spots such as Wickwar Road / High Street junction; Rounceval Street; Culverhill 
Road; and outside school 

• Generally in favour of 2-hour time limit parking 

• Worried that improvements may detract from beautiful medieval town – nothing too drastic please 

• 20mph speed limit excellent idea but extend to include Gorlands Road 

• Waiting restriction changes should ensure that those who live on Gorlands Road do not end up as car parking areas for those who don’t use proper facilities 

• Wishes the proposals be amended to show proposed double yellow lines for the full length of Bowling Hill / Station Road 

• Having reviewed accidents do not believe that 20mph speed limit is required 24/7, will be annoyance, need careful driving, no to 20mph speed limit 

• Any increase in parking restrictions will push parking problem elsewhere out of centre and deter business, no to further parking restrictions 

• Should be freedom of traffic from Wickwar Road to Hounds Road to go in any direction as it does at the moment 
• Several places to cross main street at the moment, even with more people will still cross where they like 

• After talking to a number of stakeholders, requests 14 day extension to consultation deadline 

• Seeks confirmation of streets included in proposed 20mph zone 

• Strong concerns regarding textures paving in Hounds Road 
• High Street – poor urban design as still dominated by cars, position car parking in centre of carriageway and increase footway widths 

• Scant consideration made for improvements to Wickwar Road / High Street junction 



 

 

Summary 

• Proposals should be considered against SGC Chipping Sodbury Conservation Area SPD as well as national guidance such as English Heritage “streets for all” 
• Clarification requests as to whether proposals designed and appraised in accordance with Transport Analysis Guidance (TAG) Unit 3 which requires environmental 

impacts of traffic schemes, including impacts on historic environment to be assessed 

• Concern over proposed additional pedestrian refuge islands as will reduce sense of openness and will have harmful impact on character and appearance of the 
conservation area 

• Option 2 is preferable as it does not include wider raised areas within main street and fewer new crossing points, although two new additional crossing points still 
concern 

• Central area to be carriageway level acceptable as long as same colour as is now 
• Change in surface texture appropriate but material to be agreed with conservation team 

• Design and appearance of pedestrian crossings not clear 
• In principle no objection to 20mph zone but vertical signs likely to be detrimental 

• New DYLs should be paler “primrose” yellow 

• Number of additional signs required should be clarified, including appearance and location. Should be kept to absolute minimum and unnecessary signs removed 
• Replacement marking in Hounds Road should be paler “primrose” yellow 

• Details of textured paving to be agreed with conservation team – should be subtle and of the same colour as the road surface and flush as opposed to raised 

• Happy with proposed loading bay at Church gates in existing layby 

• Requested a second loading bay further north on Wickwar Road outside of Church grounds to allow coffins to be unloaded from funeral cars 

• Agree with additional restrictions in Hatters Lane but concerned that parking problem will transfer to Gorlands Road and Melbourne Drive 
• Already parking at north end of Gorlands Road near junction with Hatters Lane 

• Often there is parking on pavement which is dangerous 

• Good example of what can happen is Horseshoe Lane which was closed to achieve cycle track target. Recent emergency call resulted in paramedic car accessing 
property fine but ambulance had to reverse very carefully due to cars parked on both sides 

• Only found out about consultation when shopping in Chipping Sodbury at the weekend when there was much debate outside Artingstall Butchers 

• Butchers only notified of consultation by one of their customers 

• Provided examples of others schemes where paraphernalia of motor vehicle control has been removed and hoping that a similar approach can be adopted for 
Chipping Sodbury 

• Requests single yellow line in Station Road Monday to Friday 8.30am to 5.30pm in order that Station Road unrestricted on evenings and at weekends 



 

 

Summary 

• Melbourne Drive no through road with turning bay at end 
• Normally six cars parking in turning bay 

• Having easy pedestrian access to Broad Street it is widely used by shoppers 

• Regular instances of vehicles being left there for long periods 
• On one side of road is Abbeyfield Care Home and on the other side an estate of sixteen bungalows for senior citizens some of whom are quite old 

• Frequently necessary to have visits from ambulances and Green Community Travel vehicles which have difficulty in the turning bay 

• As a result the narrow access road to part of this estate is used by reversing vehicles despite warnings of limit height and no turning notices. Road has lynchgate which 
has be damaged on three occasions recently by careless driving. First occasion cover was tilted dangerously by “ring and ride” minibus so cost of repair was met by 
your insurance. When the culprit cannot be identified repair cost borne by elderly residents 

• Hope that these observations will persuade you to include Melbourne Drive among the areas where parking should be restricted 

• Did not receive letter or questionnaire 

• Does not support introduction of double yellow lines on Hatters Lane as shown on waiting restriction plan 

• Would be happier if double yellow lines proposed for south side were removed from the scheme 
• Asked why Hatters Lane was not included in proposed permit parking area 

 



 

 

Appendix D 

Summary of Permit Parking Questionnaire 

  



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

  



 

 

 

  



 

 

 


